EXCAVATIONSAT KOMMOS(CRETE)DURING 1980
(PLATES 49-61)

During our fifth season' at Kommos (23 June-27 August) we finished excavationof selected Late Minoan
(LM) houses on the hilltop, now being preparedfor publication.On the hillside we uncovered Middle
Minoan (MM) house levels. To the south, we nearly completed work on the later Greek Sanctuary(4th
centuryB.C.-mid-2nd century after Christ) and exposed partsof two successive Iron Age temples below.
Near by, along the shore, we explored furtherthe monumentalMinoanbuildingsdiscoveredin 1979.2
'The excavation is being carriedout by the University of Toronto and the Royal Ontario Museum
under the auspices of The American School of ClassicalStudies at Athens, with the cooperationof the
Greek ArchaeologicalService. Financialsupportfor 1980 was providedby the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (Grant 410-78-0590-X2S1), the University of Toronto, and the Royal
OntarioMuseum as well as the SCM Corporationof New York and Leon Pomerance.Kodak Canada,Ltd.,
Keuffel and Esser of Canada,and the PolaroidCorporationof Americahelped provideequipment.
Full-time staff during the fifth season consisted of the Director, representingthe University of Toronto
and the Royal OntarioMuseum; Professor MariaC. Shaw, ScarboroughCollege, University of Toronto;
ProfessorL. Vance Watrous, the State University of New York at Buffalo;Professor James Wright, Bryn
MawrCollege; ProfessorJohn McEnroe, IndianaUniversity (formerlyof the University of Toronto). Also
present were the following former or present students at the University of Toronto: Giuliana Bianco,
excavationarchitectand artist, Lucia Nixon (presentlyat the University of Cambridge),and Douglas Orr.
Of the above, Nixon, McEnroe, Orr, M. Shaw and Wrightworked as trench masters. George Beladakisof
Pitsidiawas foremanagain, in chargeof some twenty workmenfrom Pitsidiaand Siva.
Majorcontributionswere made duringthe summer by MaryK. Dabney, ColumbiaUniversityand Katherine A. Schwab, Institute of Fine Arts, New York University (cataloguing);Peter Callaghan,the British
School of Archaeology at Athens and Robert B. Koehl, University of Pennsylvania (both working on
pottery, along with ProfessorWatrous); HarrietBlitzer, IndianaUniversity (bone, metal and stone tools);
David Reese, University of Cambridge(bones and shells). On the technical side were Catherine Sease,
MetropolitanMuseum of Art and Marta Leskard, Queen's University (conservation); Taylor Dabney
(photography);Danae Cotsis (pottery profiles). During the previous winter Sarah Stewart (now Mrs.
Sharpe), Universityof Toronto, workedas Kommos ResearchAssistant.
Special thanks are to be extended to certain individualswho joined us for a limited time: Dr. John
Hayes, Royal Ontario Museum (pottery); Professor John Gifford, University of Minnesota (geology);
Professor Daniel Geagan, McMasterUniversity (epigraphy);and Professors Jennifer and Thomas Shay,
University of Manitoba(botany). The Shays spent over a month during the springcollecting and examining flora in connection with our botanicalstudy of the Kommos region, and, during the excavationperiod,
they set the groundworkfor the analysis of carbonizedseeds and wood from the ancient levels. We are
also obliged to Ann Orrfor helpingwith shoppingand other matters.
To all the above I am deeply indebted.
The plans and illustrationsfor this report were made by Giuliana Bianco. With the exception of Plate
61:d, by Robert K. Vincent, Jr., object photographsand Plates 49:a and 50:a are by Taylor Dabney; the
remainingsite photographswere taken by the author.
2For earlierpreliminaryreportssee Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 199-240 (= Kommos,1976); 47, 1978, pp.
111-170 (= Kommos,1977); 48, 1979, pp. 145-173 (= Kommos,1978); 49, 1980, pp. 207-250 (= KomNewsletmos, 1979). See now J. W. Shaw, "In the midst of excavation at Kommos," ROM Archaeological
ter, no. 172, September1979, and "Unravellingthe Historyof a Greek Sanctuaryin Crete," ibid., no. 184,
September1980; M. C. Shaw, "Sir ArthurEvans at Kommos," Expedition23, 1980/1981, no. 3, pp. 4-12;
M. C. and J. W. Shaw, "Recent Discoveries in Crete," Rotunda14 Spring 1981, pp. 12-19. For Minoan
Hesperia50, 3
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THE HILLTOP
(Trenches 36C, Cl and C2, 38A; Fig. 1 [top], P1.50:a)
Excavationwithin the Minoan houses on the hilltop, where almost half our excavation effort was expended during previous seasons, was confined to a few limited probes
intended to clarifypoints of constructionand chronology.
In Trench 36C a blocked doorwaywas cleared in the "Oblique"Building between
Spaces 0 15 and 0 16,3 revealing a handsome threshold slab indicating at least two
periodsof use. Pottery from a sounding to bedrockin 0 15 suggests at the moment that
the Oblique Building may have been built in LM I, a relatively prosperousperiod on
the site. To the west other blockingwas removed from between Spaces 6 and 20 in the
cliffside house,4 to expose a fine threshold, also with two periods of use. In the lane (7)
outside the house, just to the west, a sounding clarifiedthe walls of earlierstructures.It
also exposed in Court 21 a covered drain leading north into an oval, slab-lined enclosure that may have functioned as a cistern or sump.
Trench 38A explored the northern part of Space N 18 of the LM I North House,5
revealing that the eastern rooms of the MM predecessorof the North House were set
into deep cuttings in the bedrock,just west of the north-south street (N 19) separating
houses.6 Upon the completion of this probe excavation of the hilltop was terminatedin
order to allow study for final publicationto begin.
THE CENTRAL HILLSIDE
(Trenches 33B, 35A-35A2; Figs. 1, 2, Pls. 50, 51)
On the hillside some cleaning and consolidation work was carried out within the
LM I-III house largely uncovered during previous seasons.7South of the house, in the
intervening area between it and a sounding (23B) opened in another year, we began a
trench8and excavated down to the LM I ground level. It was discontinuedas soon as it
became clear that during LM 1-111this was essentially an outdoor area without structures. If we had excavated further down, however, there is little doubt that we would
have found ourselves within an MM house, for not only have such remains been found
to the north and northeast9but in the process of clearingpart of the north-south street
along the edge of the hill (Space 1, P1. 50:c) we found that the street is borderedon the
coarse ware at Kommos, see Philip P. Betancourt, Cooking Vesselsfrom Minoan Kommos,A Preliminary
Report,OccasionalPaper7, Instituteof Archaeology,Universityof California,Los Angeles 1980.
Brock, Fortetsa
= J. K. Brock, Fortetsa,Cambridge1957
= J. W. Shaw, MinoanArchitecture:
Shaw, MinoanArchitecture
Materialsand Techniques( ASAtene, n.s.
33, 1971 [19731)
3Trench36C1. For this area, see Kommos,1978, pp. 152-153 and fig. 2:b; Kommos,1979, p. 211.
4Trench36C2. Kommos,1977, p. 117 and fig. 3; Kommos,1978, fig. 2:b.
5Kommos,1978, fig 2:a; Kommos,1979, pl. 54:a (mislabeledN 19 in the photograph).
6For a Geometric krater (C 1657) found in the levels above North House (House N), see below, p.
240.
7Kommos,1979, fig. 2, Rooms 2-6, 11, 12. Now being studied by John McEnroe.
8Trench33B.
9Kommos,1979, fig. 2, Rooms 7-9, 24, 25.
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east by an MM wall, preserved three courses high, neatly and evenly constructed of
large squared slabs. As we had found when excavating a section of this road on the
north, the road was built during the MM period, with the addition of earth and occasional rough pavement slabs raisingits level until it was abandonedin LM IIIB.
Major excavation took place east of the LM building (Trenches 35A1, 2, Fig. 2, P1.

50:b, d), with the aim of uncovering more of an MM house of which only a western
wall was exposed last year (that of Room 28 in Fig. 2). If there were no significant LM

building above it, we might in this way be able to expose an entire MM building that
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could be taken as representativeof such buildings in this area. Fortunately, our hope
was justified. As was the case with the area adjacentto the LM I building on the south,
no LM structureswere discovered east of it, although there was a small slab enclosure
(above Room 28) west of a terrace wall, and LM III re-use was noted in Room 30.
Some four rooms were uncovered, and it is hoped that in a future season connecting
rooms to the north can be uncovered to reveal most if not all of what remains of the
house plan. We may also be able to penetrate below the floor levels of a few of these
rooms in order to reveal more of an earlierMM building, presumablya house, of which
at least two rooms (26, 27, and perhaps32) have alreadybeen explored.
If we review the newly discovered rooms briefly, it is clear that the builders of 28
knew and took advantage of the lower MM rooms, for the east and west walls of 28
were built on what was left of the earlierwalls. Concerning28 itself, the floor has been
destroyed by erosion, which has removed any floor deposit or furnishings that might
reveal its use. The originalfloor level, therefore, remains unsure, save that it was probably at or above + 11.75 m., the elevation of the top of the highest of two stone steps
which led up into the room from the north, contraryto the slope of the hillside. From
28 one could descend by steps (one is preserved) into Room 31 (P1. 50:b, d), a small
but well-pavedroom with a slightly irregularshape and with its slab floor sloping gently
to the south (from + 10.93 to + 1082 m.). Along part of its western and southern walls
single lines of field stones some 0.26 m. from these walls suggest that there were low
platforms, perhapsbenches, here. We might be dealing with a small light-well. A few
MM 111-stylevessels, includingan unusuallyearly small stirrupjar (C 2957, P1. 51:c),1
a conical cup, and a few fragments of other vessels, apparentlyabandoned after the
room went out of use, were found on the slab floor in the northeastcorner.
Future work is needed to clarify the original state of Room 28 and, especially, its
relation to neighboring Room 29, which apparentlyconnected with it by means of a
doorway before an opening in their common wall was blocked up. Perhaps 29 was
originallya space below a stairway(sottoscala).It became, in any case, a place for storage when the doorwayto 28 was blocked up; in its southwesterncorner was then set a
pithos." At its north end was found a small deposit of MM III (Post-Kamares)pottery
10Thestirrupjar (C 2957, maximum height to top of disk 0.126 ri., maximum width 0.118 m.) is
paintedwith a dark paintover all and with a red line at the shoulderand belly enclosing what appearto be
red blobs. The disk is pierced through the overhangingedge. Unfortunatelythe "true" spout is broken
below the rim. Robert Koehl advises me that prior to the discovery of this jar, in what is a clear MM III
(Post-Kamares)context at Kommos, it had been thought that the earliest stirrupjars were all large, coarse
jars which developed in MM III from the correspondingtall, amphoroidjar (as in A. Furumark,Mycenaean
Pottery,I, Analysisand Classification,Stockholm 1941, p. 19). An example of such a large MM III stirrup
jar is representedat Kommos by C 2720 (P1.51:b), a fragmentwith light-on-darkdecorationand with both
spouts preserved.It was found in a mixed MM III/LM I fill above Room 28, describedin the text above.
Its depresseddisk is pierced, with the "true" spout being surroundedby spikes. It would seem, therefore,
that small stirrupr
jars existed along with the largerones duringMM III, ratherthan developing from them
at a laterstage (LM I) as thought previously.
"When the earth within the pithos in the southwest corner of 29 was removed, a steatite signet seal
(S-713, PI. 51:f-h) was found. The decorationof its stamp is unusual and abstract, resembling an open
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(P1. 51:a, e), includingconical cups, a plain bridge-spoutedvase and another with fine
polychromedecoration (C 2981), the last covered by a rough slab perhapsintended for
use in stackingone pot on another. There were also found a curious spouted tripodjar,
with vertical and horizontal handles decorated with a drip pattern,12and a stone tool.
The lower part of the deposit lay directlyupon a floor covered first with reddish plaster,
then white above it.
East of 29 and 31 we traced progressivelya series of slanting deposits as they tilted
down to the east and, in the process, removed the ramshackleLM IIIB retaining wall
mentioned previously. Near it was found the somewhat dolorous but appealingfemale
figurine, C 3205, in Plate 55:e. Below part of the wall was Room 30, originallyof MM
date, but clearly re-used in LM III when two floor levels were established. Built up
against its southern wall was a hearth borderedby slabs, of a type that we have come to
expect in levels of that period.13Farthereast are two thresholds, the one on the south
leading out of 30; the relative function of that on the north remains undetermined.
Erosion, LM III re-use, and probablestone robbing in the southeastern corner of
the trench removed much of the material associated with the upper MM building. A
pitted burnt surface, perhapssuggesting LM III metalworking,was found above Room
32 at ca. +10.40 m. Room 32 itself (P1.50:d) was discovered shortly afterwards,with a
fine slab floor at +9.82 m., a meter below and projectingout from under 31. Obviously
Middle Minoan, it may belong with lower MM rooms 26 and 27 discovered on the
west. It could be a light-well analogous to that suspected in its successor, Room 31.
Only a single stone tool was found on its floor. A few vertical slabs, backed by clay,
along its northern wall served as revetment. East of 32 the earth was much disturbed
but nevertheless we recovered a few small groups of pots as well as two curious terracotta objects (P1. 51:i), each pierced at one end, which may have served as shuttles, or
as tools for mending nets.14
The same area, just east of Room 32, providedan opportunityfor a sounding, from
about +10.00 to +7.60 m. (bedrock). First layers of sand and soil were encountered
(to +9.19 m.), then a thick layer of pure sand (to +8.50 m.), then a red-brown clayey

layer (to +7.90 m.) upon the gray clay bedrock (kouskouras).The pottery found in the
first three layers (the last was sterile) is most interesting, for in the top one the latest
pottery was of MM I date, the time when we theorize that the hillsite at Kommos was
flowerwith a leafy branchon one side and two brancheson the other. This type of seal was well known in
MM times (cf. J. D. S. Pendlebury, TheArchaeologyof Crete,London 1939, fig. 25:a, p. 143). For a similar
seal see N. Platon, Corpusder minoischenund mykenischenSiegel (F. Matz and H. Biesantz, edd.), II, i,
IraklionArchdologisches
Museum,Berlin 1969, no. 334.
'2Thissmall deposit of potteryis comparablein date to that found in an MM storeroom (Room 25) to
the west of Room 28 (Kommos,1979, pp. 214-217) and to another from an early sounding on the hilltop
to the north (Kommos,1977, pp. 154-155).
'3Suchas in Room 5 to the west (Kommos,1978, p. 157 and pl. 54:b [d, el).
"4Notfar awayfrom Room 32, in a disturbedfill as late as LM III, was found a rounded, piercedstone
(S 853) that was certainlya weight and could well have been used as an anchor.
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first settled.15 The sand and upper part of the second, clayey stratum, however, contained sherds only of the Early Minoan period, some rather late, this being the first
time that EM pottery has been discovered on this hill. At the moment we cannot connect the EM pottery with any architecture. Perhaps the sherd scatter is the result of
occasional visits by people living on the hill to the south (Vigles), where we have found
EM pottery. Future excavation, however, may prove that there is definite EM habitation on the northern hill (Tov Ziwavov Ta'KEoafrXa). The deep layer of sand we have
now discovered here is also important, for while there is little evidence to indicate an
accumulation of sand in the area after MM I and before ca. 1200 B.C. (see below), it is

clear here and elsewhere on the site16that the originalsettlement in MM I was made in
places upon a layer of sand, a fact that should aid us in any future reconstructionof
environmentalcircumstancesin the Kommos region.
THE LOWERHILLSIDE
Here we concentratedon completingclearingof the later Greek Sanctuary(the top
ancient level) and on exploring parts of the Geometric/Archaicstrata directly below it.
We also investigateda portion of the underlyingMinoan level. General results indicate
that there was a large, perhaps"public"group of Minoan structuresthat, after re-use as
dwellings, were abandonedin LM IIIB, ca. 1200 B.C. or earlier. Some time in the 10th
century B.C. this part of the site was revisited and a small temple was established, to be
succeeded by another above it in the 8th century. In turn, upon and near it, were built
the altars, temple and other structures of the later Greek Sanctuary, all apparently
establishedafter ca. 450 B.C.
THEMINOANLEVELS(Trenches 36A-A1, 34A-A2; Figs. 3, 4, 6, Pls. 52-55)

It is evident that on this southern part of the site the built-up Minoan area is extensive and that the buildingsare proportionatelylargerand better constructedthan the
houses on the hilltop and hillside.17In brief, of the Minoan buildings known, on the
south only the tops of the walls of Building N have been identified, exposed during
sand-clearingoperations in 1980 (Fig. 3). On the southeast, we have excavated on
either side of a large Minoan wall (P). A sounding directly south of the temple (A 2)
has exposed a series of Minoan walls and a column base in situ. Only in the area of
BuildingJ, however, can one now see clearlythe layout of a single Minoan buildingand
a portionof its surroundings.
15Forearly settlement on the hill, see Kommos,1976, p. 238; Kommos,1977, p. 148; Kommos,1979,
p. 243.
16Sandwas found in a similar context, but without EM pottery, some distance to the southeast
(Trench IIA: Kommos,1977, pp. 147-148. See also Kommos,1976, pp. 213, 238).
17Noevidence for ashlarconstructionwas found in a sounding made next to the Round Building (D)
of the sanctuary(Kommos,1978, pp. 168-169), which may indicatethat the large buildingsdid not extend
that far to the northeast.
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BuildingJ and AdjacentStructures(Pls. 52:a, 54:b)
During 1979, Buildings K, J, and N, in a north-south sequence, were discovered
deep below accumulated sand along the seashore.18Their western walls had been
eroded away, most likely by the sea. Neither K nor N have yet been cleared, excavation
having been concentrated on J.19
18Kommos,1979, pp. 237-243, and figs. 12, 13.
'9Duringcleaningoperations,however, a partlyeroded pebble floor was found west of K's north-south
wall, suggesting that (as J) the building extended further west. Also, the northwesternroom of N was
cleared down to its upper, LM III floor (to +3.92 m.). At the end of the season a very heavy wall, built
with blocks removed from the excavation, was constructedalong the western side of J, with its top just
below J's early floor level. It is hoped that this wall will help prevent erosion in the future.
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In 1980 we essentially completed the excavation of J's interior, revealing an earlier,
originalroom on the south with at least two phases, each of which incorporateda stairway leading up to an upper floor or the roof, or both. First we removed the remaining
half of the upper LM III floor on the south to reveal a rough cross-wall, probablyonce
plastered, against which the original limestone floor slabs end quite evenly. There is a
gap (a passage?) between it and the east wall of J. On the west it also stops, at a large
F-shaped base for a doorjamb,to the west of which is a large T-shapedjamb base, the
two bases (a and b, respectively, in P1. 54:a) clearly belonging to a pier-and-doorpartition (running east-west) of a type known in larger Minoan establishments but found
here at Kommos for the first time.20Further west there was certainly another base or
series of bases, but the floor at this point has been eroded away.
South of the cross-wall, in what now is seen to be J's southern room during the
first phase, we excavated below ground-waterlevel to reveal a north-southcross-wall (a
in P1. 54:d), perhapsa supportfor a stairway.Above it (there was no clearly indicated
floor level) were masses of fallen plaster painted blue, the color of which, unfortunately, faded rather rapidlywhen exposed to the air. Below "floor" level the pottery
was uniformly Middle Minoan; above it was a fill containing chiefly LM I pottery but
there were also some LM III sherds, the latter indicatingthe time when the spaces were
filled to accommodatethe higher, LM III floor level.21
As recognized in 1979, the original southern wall of J went out of use in LM III
and a new one, this time with a threshold at a higher level, was established further
north.22We found, however, that the new wall was set upon an earlier east-west wall
which had divided the originalsouthern room of J. This southern room in an intermediate phase was probablya stairwayreplacingan earlierstairwayfurtherwest.23
The following, tentative sequence suggests itself at the moment:
1. J is built, with a southern room entered from the north through a pier-and-doorpartition,offering
privacy (the doors could have been locked from the south) and access westwardsvia a stairwayto a presumed upperfloor as well as to the roof. LM I; see below, p. 245.
2. The eastern partof the southernroom is converted into a second stairway.LM I?
pp. 150-151, fig. 181. The type, used in single
20Forthis type of base, see Shaw, MinoanArchitecture,
doorways,had been found earlieron both hilltop and hillside (Kommos,1978, p. 152 and note 11).
21Thepottery (conical cups, cup-bowls, and jugs) is of the domestic type known from the houses to
the north. The more unusual objects were a curious hollow horn-shapedobject, C 2977, perhapsa spout,
found below floor level and, above floor level, partof a Cypriotspindle-bottle(C 2753, of which a joining
fragment was found outside J on the east), as well as some fragments of "Canaanite"jars (C 3559, C
3560), for which see below, pp. 246-247.
22Kommos,1979, pp. 240-242.
23Detailedinterpretationof J's structuralhistory, especially that of the southern room, must await
further study. The existence of an earlier stairwayfurther west is suggested by the positioningof a base
with two dowel holes (e in P1. 54:b). One would have passed from the north through the pier-and-door
partitionand, after a gap (paved), turned right to ascend the stairs. Then in the later phase this stairway
was abandonedin favor of anotherone built to the east; the latterwas probablyof the U type studied by J.
W. Graham(The Palacesof Crete,Princeton1962, p. 182) and was situatedwithin the inner room south of
the east-westpartitionwall describedin the text.
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3. The second stairwayis filled in with debris, includingplasterfrom the upperwalls, and the new southern wall of J is set upon the wall of the stairway.LM III.

During the LM III renovation, J's originalnorth door was blocked and the interior
floor level was raised a meter to + 3.73 m.; J became one large room with a single
storey, replacinga buildingwith two ground-floorrooms and two floors. The unusually
substantialchange in floor level (there were no intermediate floors) is not explained
easily. Perhaps the sea's erosive action was the cause, but in any case the change was
matched by a similarraisingof level both south and east of J. In the "Corridor"(7) on
the south (Kommos, 1979, fig. 12), the Minoans levered in blocks from J's original
southern wall24onto the originalfloor (at +2.75 m.).25 In the process they covered up a
small, makeshift fireplaceand a line of slabs (a coarse bench?) set alongside J on the
south. They then leveled the floor (to ca. + 3.76 m.) with a thick mixture of sea pebbles. They continued this pebble pavement to the east (see below), and from the number of joining sherds found on the floor within, south, and east of J it is reasonable to
conclude that the individualsliving in J also used the areas near by, which were presumablyoutside.26
East of Building J a trench (37A) was set between Temple C and Building J and
penetratedsuccessively down through Classical, Archaic, Geometric, and Protogeometric levels until Minoan was reached (at ca. +4.00 m.).27 There were three chief Minoan
occupationlevels below this point: 1) Middle Minoan rooms at the lowest level reached;
2) a pebble floor and court (at +2.88 m.) with evidence of use duringLM I (Fig. 4, P1.
53:a); 3) an upper pebble floor and Room 4, an addition onto the side of J (the floor at
+3.82 m.), both used during LM III (P1. 54:e).

The Middle Minoan rooms were investigated in only two small soundings made
through the LM I pebble floor south of the paved court. A number of walls (P1. 55:a)
were found, all constructed neatly of slabs. One of these walls turns south directly
below the southeasterncorner of J, a good indicationthat the builders of J used earlier
structureswith the same orientation for their foundations in at least one place.28The
krepidomablock of J, the top of which is just visible in Plate 53:a, rests upon this wall,
which projectseastwardfrom it.
Next to the krepidomathe latest pottery was of LM IA style (Pails 62, 64), which
now suggests the date for the constructionof BuildingJ. Aside from these brief glimp24Thethree largestblocks have been left in situ for the moment. See Kommos,1979, fig. 12.
25Evidenceis mounting (based on J's eastern interior wall, the LM III addition to J on the east) to
show that the LM III buildersfirst constructeda kind of krepidomafor their walls, upon the originalfloor
level, ending at about the desired floor level. Then they set thinner but still quite substantialwalls upon
such bases, some distance back from their faces. This suggests in turn that the south wall of the "Corridor" is reallyof LM III date and that the originalpebble floor outside J once extended much furtherto the
south. On the west, however, it was bounded by a doorwayand heavy ashlarwall (f and g, P1.54:b).
2f6E.g.C 2469 (large spouted vessel with palms and papyri);C 2503 (pithoidjar with papyrusdecoration); C 2849 (coarse, octopus stirrupjar).
27Thepost-BronzeAge levels are discussedbelow in connectionwith the later temples, pp. 230-244.
28Theinteriorof the north wall of J seems to incorporatean early wall.
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ses, however, we know little yet of these early buildings.Unknown, also, is the height
to which these MM walls are preserved, for we could not dig effectively below groundwater level in such limited spaces.29The pottery from the southeastern sounding (P1.
55:a) was uniformlyMM I domestic ware which, I assume, also gives us the latest date
of the walls found there.30This sounding does, however, introducethe question of why
so little MM II/III ware was found in the immediate area, for we know that the hillside
to the north was thickly settled then and that buildingsof that period are as close as the
site of the round building of the later sanctuary.31Possibly, when J and perhaps other
buildingswere constructedhere, the builders first prepareda kind of platformby leveling the ground but taking care to slope it gently down to the west for the sake of
drainage.32Thus any MM II/III buildings may have been removed, leaving only their
predecessors;then the early walls were used, in at least one instance, as foundation for
later structuresof quite differentconstruction,built of ashlarblocks instead of slabs. At
that time a thick layer (0.15-0.20 m.) of bluish gray beach pebbles bedded on a layer of
compact gray schist was laid down to form the floor. To judge from the late MM IIIearly LM I sherds found in this layer, the floor dates to early LM I.
Thus J was built and the floor was laid. Not long afterward,or even at the same
time, a handsome paved surface (3.50 m. east-to-west) was set just east of J, its southern limit defined by a line of three finely cut ashlarslabs, ca. 0.45 m. wide and partially
set within the pebble floor (P1.53). The pavement slabs are of local limestone with the
exception of one red-schist slab which was probablyadded for the sake of its attractive
color.33The pavement's northern limit is perhaps obscured by the LM III structure
(Room 4) set upon it, but it may also continue considerablyfurtherto the north. In any
case its function remains unclear, for it is unlikely to belong to a light-well:no column
bases are visible, nor does it yet have an interior space adjoiningit on any of the three
sides presently visible, nor is there any sign so far of a drain. It could be part of an
entrancewayleading into a still-undiscoveredstructureto the north.
At first glance, the heavy ashlarwall borderingthe pavement on the east appearsto
belong to a large building;but upon examinationwe found that the eastern face of the
wall is irregular(P1. 53:b), rather like that of a retainingwall, and, moreover, there is
29TheMM walls were at a depth below the pebble floor (at +2.88 m.) from + 1.94 m. to +2.57 m. on
the west and +1.99 m. to +2.77 m. on the east. Bedrockin J to the west is at +2.66 m.
30Thearea investigatedwas limited, however, and in the future a largersoundingshould be made at a
convenient point. The investigationnext to J's southeasterncorner producedonly a few undiagnosticMM
sherds at its lowest level (Pail 65).
31Kommos,1978, pp. 168-169.
32Fromeast to west: +2.88 m. (pebble floor south of paved court), +2.79 m. (pebble floor in 7, "The
Corridor"), +2.75 m. (slab floor in J's northernroom). In Trench 34A2, immediatelysouth of the temple
and some distance east of Trench 37A (see Fig. 5 and p. 224), the top of the lower column base (+3.04
m.) and associatedpebble floor (at ca. +3.08 m.) suggest a similar relationship;excavation of the intervening area should clarifythe matter.
33Similaruse of red slabs was noticed earlier in an LM I pavement on the hillside (Kommos,1977, p.
127). For Minoan use of polychromestone, especiallyin the Messara,see Shaw, MinoanArchitecture,pp.
20-29.
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little clear sign of a floor borderingit on the east. Rather, the fill (LM I at latest) from
ca. +3.33 m. down (0.40 m. down from the highest partof the wall) was quite clayey,
then further down became densely packed with small pebbles like a road surface and
was quite difficultto penetrate.34Furtherexcavation to the north (the wall seems not to
have continued to the south) will undoubtedlyclarify the situation;35it is possible that
the wall retaineda sloping surfaceof fill on the east which mounted to the north until it
merged with a Minoan rampdiscovered in 1977 and of MM III/LM I date.36Part of the
wall, indeed, looks like a parapet.Cut into the uppersurface of one of its finely squared
blocks (P1. 54:f, foreground)was a series of shallow cavities, arrangedin the form of a
subdivided oval. The result is like a "kernos", and may be part of a game played by
passers-by.The slab just south of it probablydid not belong to the originalwall.
In LM IIIA at the earliest,37the general level in the area was raised and the upper
pebble floor, already mentioned, was laid down. Any intermediate periods are difficult
to determine, but it does seem that the lower levels in J, in "Corridor"7, and immediately east of J could have been abandonedfor some time, since the fill for about 0.30
m. above their floors seems to be uniformlyLM I (with a few pieces of LM 11)without
the LM III material found further up. There is no sign of burning, nor do the few
objects found indicate a sudden abandonmentof rooms and goods as in certain LM IB
structureselsewhere on the island or in the MM III rooms on the Kommos hillside.
In the fill were numerous large blocks, certainly from walls near by, from J, and
presumably from buildings still to be discovered. A few of these blocks lay almost
directlyon the LM I floor, but most of them were higher, often tilted down towardthe
west. It is reasonableto think that these blocks were draggedto their present positions,
after they were pried loose from walls or recovered by the buildersfrom the "domino"like pile of stones that characterizesa fallen ashlarwall.38
When the level was raised in LM 111,the builders began from near the original
floor levels. In J the northernentrancewas closed up by large blocks laid directlyon the
threshold.39In the interior a new face of smaller stones was built against the east wall.
In 7, the foundationwall on which the southern east-west wall was set begins from the
LM I floor level (see p. 221 above). East of J, the platformof Room 4 is set almost
:34Withinthe packing were many fragments of painted wall plaster with a variety of designs, some
apparentlysimulatingvariegatedstone and generallyrenderedwith fine brushwork.
:5Expansion to the east here is impeded by the scarpsupportingthe temples.
;s6Kommos,1977, p. 147, fig. 7 and pl. 40:c. The pavement north of J also appearsto belong to a passageway,and if so could connect with the ramp,althoughanother rampor a flight of steps would be necessary for the levels to merge evenly.
:37Tentativeclassificationsof the latest pottery:Below the upper pebble floor in J and in Pails 5-7 of
Trench 36A, LM II or LM IIIAI (Kommos,1979, p. 242, note 80). In "Corridor"7 to the south, LM IIIA
in Pail 2. East of J, possible LM IIIBis reportedfrom Pails 22-24 (Trench 37A). LM II also is present in
the "Corridor"(C 2878, kylix fragments)and in Trench 37A (C 2933, jar fragment).
:8Such a tumble was discovered, for instance, in the southwesternpart of the Central Court at Kato
Zakros (IIpaKTLKa,1964 [1966], pls. 149:b, 150:a), and at Kommos itself within Greek BuildingB (Kommos, 1977, pl. 39:a).
39As shown in Kommos,1979, pl. 67:a.
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directlyupon the slab floor of the court (P1. 53:b). Once these walls were set, whatever
fill was availablenear by (includingsherds, stones, plasterfragments, etc.) was brought
here in order to raise the level.40
In LM III, aside from the upper walls, the area east of J must have looked very
much as it does in Plate 54:e, with the pebble floor at ca. + 3.80 m. (average). On the
southwest a single course of fieldstones at one time created a barrierbetween it and
"Corridor"7 (Fig. 4). One entrance into Room 4 (1.15 m. wide), without a pivot hole
to indicate a door, was from the south; was there a threshold, now removed? Nothing
more is known about this room since its interiorremains unexcavated. Upon the upper
floor outside 4, however, were numerous decorated sherds, some of which joined others found on the same relative floor in "Corridor"7 and J to the west (see footnote 26
above). The wall of J was probablyat least a meter higher than it appearsin Plate 53:a,
assuming a 3-meter-highceiling on the LM III interior level; at least the upper part of
the wall was added in LM 111.41At that time only one block of the north-south wall
borderingthe earlier "ramp"remainedexposed (as in P1. 54:e).
How long in absolute terms this upper level remained in use is unclear..It was
abandoned in LM IIIB, after which sand drifted over this part of the site along the
shore, building up 0.10 m.-0.40 m. in places east of J, the level rising to about +4.00
M.42 The site lay deserted, but a few Geometric sherds among the Minoan in the sand
layer indicate that there was new occupationat a time when the eastern wall of Building
J (and perhapsof 4) was standing at least 1.50 m. above ground level and could even
have been used to provide shelter for the first newcomers.43
There is no doubt that significant Minoan levels continue east of the area described, below the later temples and even further. The only place where we have
glimpsed them so far, however, is south of the temple (Fig. 4, P1. 55:b, d), in Trench
34A2 below the temple dump. This is an area ratherdifficultto understandand to relate
to the remains on the west because of the unexcavated area between and because of
possible later intrusions (e.g. the north-south wall along the western scarp in Plate
40Amongthe pottery cataloguedfrom the LM III filling were C 2949 (LM III Argive stirrup-jarfragment), C 3218 (Cypriot White Slip II sherd), C 3325 (terracottastrainer fragment), C 3326 (globular
rhyton fragment), C 3327 (conical cup with kernoi) and, from the level just above the LM I pebble floor,
C 3348 (LM I bowl with paintedflying birds) and B 156 (intact bronze tweezers, P1. 58:a).
41Tojudge from the known fact that J was shortenedon the south, the end block of the second course
at the southeast corner (P1. 53:a) was certainly placed then, and the unevenness of blocks in the third
course suggests that not all of them are original. The rather sudden switch from ashlar to slab masonry
above this point, and to slab masonrymuch like that used for the LM III walls of Room 4, also suggests
that the entire upper wall was renewed. Some of these slabs were found fallen next to the wall along its
east face, above the LM III floor.
42Sandaccumulationon the site coincides roughlywith times when it was largely deserted: before ca.
2000 B.C. (see footnote 16 above), after LM IIIB and before our earliest Protogeometric(ca. 1200-950?
B.C.), and beginningfrom ca. 150 B.C. when sand began to build up in the sanctuaryarea, as shown in the
temple dump below, p. 228, and in the sand sealed below a burned floor level in Building B (Kommos,
1977, p. 139; see also Kommos,1976, p. 206, note 16).
43Forthe sequence after this point, see pp. 239-240.
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55:b). Moreover, aside from rather scrappysherds and a small Minoan terracottahead
(C 3275), there is little artifactualevidence to help us interpretthe use of the area.
Nevertheless, part of the architecturalhistory (as opposed to the history of use)
can be traced here, beginning with a portion of a wall, probablyMiddle Minoan, of
which what remains may be only the bottom course and which was set in the manner of
a retainingwall on bedrock (at +2.68 m., Fig. 4, lower right). This may be contemporary with the earlier structuresfound east of J below the LM I floor, even though its
orientationdiffers. Next, after a general leveling operation, probablyin MM III, a thick
floor of pebbles was laid down (top at + 2.96 m.) just below the top of a column base
(at +3.04 m.), which was carved out as a round projectionfrom a large slab of limestone (P1.55:d at a). Somewhat later, but no later than LM I, another pebble floor was
added (to +3.08 m.), and a fine cylindricalcolumn base with a diameter of 0.51 m. was
set upon the earlier one, its top at + 3.27 m. The time when this was done most likely
corresponds to that of the paved court (and perhaps J) on the west. Unfortunately,
while the column base is definitely in situ, we do not know to which walls it was related,
although there is an ashlarwall directly to the east.44This wall, visible in the scarp (P1.
55:b at a), cannot yet be cleared without endangering the foundation of Temple C45
above (P1.55:b at b), almost exactly and certainlycoincidentallyon the same line.
Did the LM III renovationsreach this point? Perhaps.If the LM III floor continued
over from the west, it may equate with a layer of pebbles found at +3.95 m. (Pail 51),
the pebbled surface rising to the east until it stops at a pile of blocks and rubble; the
latest sherds in the pile are LM III. Perhapshere the LM III renovations ended and the
pile is debris left east of the intended buildingsite. As in the area east of J, large blocks
(one with unusual chisel marks on its face) were used as packing below the LM III
pebble floor.46
THE GREEK SANCTUARY

TheLatestCourtand its Altars (Trenches 33A-A3, 34A3; Fig. 3, P1.49:b)
One of our priorities during the past season was to complete excavation of the
upperor latest sanctuaryand, in particular,to clear the court of the sand and earth that
had accumulatedupon its 4th-century B.C.surface. This "cosmetic" work brought the
level down to the bases of both benches in front of the temple (A 2), as well as down
to the krepidomasof the four altars discovered during past seasons. The clearing was
not carriedout further north, however, for a small, late wall in the court there seemed
worth preserving; moreover, it seemed better to maintain the original relationship
"What appearsto be a wall corner of ashlarblocks three courses high rests upon the earliest column
base, at +3.04 m. (top at +4.31 m.). Since a column base is hardlyever set so close to a wall, one must
assume at this point that the ashlarcorner belongs to a period postdatingthe setting of the base.
45Seefootnote 53, below.
46Thetwo longer blocks undoubtedlycome from a still-undiscoveredbuildingnear by. Cuttingssimilar
to those mentioned in the text can be seen in the MM palace facade at Phaistos, both on the upper and
lower (earlier)orthostatecourses (Shaw, MinoanArchitecture,
fig. 87, p. 84 and fig. 89, p. 86).
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between Building B with its benches and the court surface which had risen since the
northernmostaltarshad been built.
Few notable small finds, aside from sherds and burnt bone (the latter especially
near Altars C and H), were found in the process. Some new features of the court were
uncovered, however, in particulara small enclosure (P1. 55:f) set next to the temple
wall and just to the left as one entered (see p. 226 below). Also, we found that while
the foundationof the northernbench outside A 1 and A 2 is set on earth, the bench to
the south is on a layer of sand, implyingthat the latter is the later of the two since sand
accumulatedrelativelylate in the classicalsanctuary.
In the area around the altars the bases of Altars L and M were completely
cleared.47Both their krepidomasand wall constructionare so similar that they are probably contemporaryand, as a pair, a later addition to the original sanctuary.Although
differingin size and missing some blocks, the altars probablyappearnow much as they
did in antiquity.Neither was enlargedas were Altars C and H to the north.
Altar C, upon which was found the terracotta bull, has been discussed in past
reports,48along with its probablephases of construction.When it was first excavated, a
wall was reporteddirectlywest of it, but with further clearing this "wall" turned out to
be a small, almost square platform (visible in Figure 3, 0.62 m. east-west by 0.65 m.
north-southand only two courses high) made of uncut slabs and with its top about 0.20
m. above the level of C's originalkrepidoma.It lies roughly on an east-west line bisecting the altar's first architecturalphase. Its use, however, remains unexplained. It was
probablynot a place of sacrifice,for although some bone was found near it on the court
surface, its stones were not burnt. Perhaps near here major outdoor rites connected
with the sanctuarytook place,49and this small platformwas built for some use associated with them, perhaps as a base for a small dedication which has since disappeared.
These same rites may have involved an enclosure formed by slabs set on edge, built up
against Altar C on the south, surroundingan area 1.50 by 1.60 m. The earth on the
interiorwas burnt but no indicationsof specificuse were forthcoming.
Altar H, revealed in 1978,50was also cleared completely. In its final phase it was ca.
1.94/1.96 m. wide and 3.00/3.26 m. long, but a close study of its masonry reveals that
additions were made along the western and southern sides of the altar and that its
original size was 1.17 (east-west) by 1.89 m. (north-south). A restudy of the pottery
from the level of the originalkrepidoma51suggests that the altar may be as early as the
7th century B.C., and as such would be the earliest of the four in the court. For a clearer
understandingof the altar sequence, however, it is probablybetter to await investigation of the Geometric/Archaic level now known to extend to the east of the temple
47Therehad not been time to do this duringthe previousseason (Kommos,1979, p. 219).
48Kommos,1977, pp. 142-145, fig. 9.
49Kommos,1978, p. 168. See also, BirgittaBergquist, TheArchaicGreekTemenos,A Studyof Structure
and Function,Lund 1967, p. 110.
50Kommos, 1978, pp. 162-164.

51Trench20B1/3:14.
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(A 2), below the later court. If it does turn out that Altar H is contemporarywith an
early temple (probablywith the second phase of Temple B, for which see below), then
it would have been set on rising ground about a meter higher than the temple floor.52
TheLatest Temple(TempleC)53(Trench 34A5; Fig. 4, Pls. 49:b, 55:f, 56:b, d)
During 1980, excavation in the court east of the temple (A 2) disclosed differing
phases of the two benches (see p. 225 above) and a small slab enclosure (P1. 55:f) set
up against the outside ashlar face of the temple, probablynot long after the latter was
built. In an earlier phase the enclosure was 0.60 m. long and 0.50 m. wide, and the
layersof burnt clay in its interiorsuggest that fires may have been lit within it, probably
scorchingthe exterior face of the temple's ashlarwall (now, unfortunately,removed by
stone robbers). In a second phase, when about 0.60 m. long and 0.50 m. wide, and at a
somewhat raised level, the dark soil and burnt bone indicate that the same use continued. Perhaps offerings were burnt here, and on the altars outside, as well as on the
hearthwithin the temple.
Investigationsin the temple clarifiedthe fact that there were double doors opening
inward at its entrance.54The most interesting revelation, however, came when the
northwestern interior corner was excavated revealing four phases in the use of the
building (P1. 56:d; cf. Fig. 4).55 Originallythe corner was accessible, for the first floor
continues under the accumulated remains and ends in the northwestern corner near
three worn slabs (1' in P1. 56:d). The slabs may have served as a step down from a
minor entrance to the room from the northwest during its first period, probabybefore
A 1 was built to the north. Oppositethese slabs there was a rectangularplatform (1" in
.56 Later, this level was raised (2), and not long
P1.56:d) set againstthe statue base (1"')
after that the second bench phase (3) was added, to be followed in one of the latest
periodsof its use by the final bench phase (4).
Little helpful dating materialwas recovered in these cumulative fillings, but rooftiles in the packingbetween the first and second bench phases suggest that the roof had
collapsed at least in part before the second bench was installed, perhaps in the 2nd
century B.C.57 Concerning the northwest corner itself, one can only speculate whether
52Elev.+6.09 m. (top of the krepidomaof H) versus +5.01 m. (easternlevel of the second, probably
7th-centuryB.C. floor of Temple B).
53Successivestructureson the site of BuildingA 2 are referredto as Temples A, B, and C; see p. 232
below.
54Theposition of the doorway became clear in 1979 when the pivot block was discovered (Kommos,
1979, p. 219). Circularmarkson the floor slabs north of the doorwayshowed that there were two leaves to
the door, the northernone probablyset onto a similarblock now missing.
55InFigure 4 the corner is shown as discovered in 1979, with the later blocking and filling largely
unexposed.
56Thatthis base is partof the originalconstructionis indicatedby the fact that neither the base molding for the statue base nor the originalfloor continue furtherto the west.
57Thiswould correspondto the end of phase B (4) as discussed in Kommos,1979, p. 243. The weathering on the northernface of the statue base (1"' in P1. 56:d) would suggest that the building may have
been unroofed at this time, for later constructionhere (4 in P1. 56:d) largelycovered over this part of the
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there was a doorway here, perhapsa private entry for the priest.58Nor is there a clear
explanationfor the platformwith its two phases, built alongside the statue base on the
north. Evidently the platformwas useful; perhapsit accommodatedofferings or temple
furnishingsof some kind.
The "Upper"TempleDump (Trenches 34A-34AI; Pls. 58:b-g, 59:a, b)
At the end of the 1979 season a handsome tamarisk tree directly south of the
newly discovered temple was left standing on an "island" of sand some 2.50 m. above
the court level.59At the beginningof the past season it was necessary, unfortunately,to
remove the tree, but partialrecompense for its loss was provided by a rich dump of
ritual materialdiscardedduring occasionalcleanings of the temple over a long period of
time. Indeed, the practiceof throwingdebris south of the temple can be traced back to
the Geometric and Protogeometricpredecessorsof the latest temple (Temple C).6o
The "island"of sand was removed in two large, somewhat irregulartrenches, 34A
on the west and 34AI on the east. In general the dump consisted of sand, with occasional patches of burnt earth and bone, in some cases suggesting that burning took
place on the mound itself. From the debris of the dump were collected much bone and
a great many terracottaobjects, as well as a few bronze artifacts. Of the catalogued
objects there were some 8 dishes, 5 jugs, 11 ladles, 29 lamps, and 11 unguentaria.A
multitude of cups and bowls were catalogued, including27 tulip cups (e.g. P1. 58:d), 51
cups or bowls, and a type of small bowl unusually well representedat Kommos; some
17 have been catalogued, of which 5 are shown in Plate 59:a. We have dubbed this cup
type the "Kommos Cup". There were also a number of loomweights (3), a stamped
Rhodianamphorahandle (I 15), and some inscribedfragmentsof a slab (I 14).
There was a general tendency for the layers, especially the earlier ones, to slope up
to the west, perhapsa reflectionof the desire of those cleaning the temple (at least until
most of the sanctuaryhad gone out of use) to keep the mound of debris, including a
certain amount of sand swept up from the court, partiallyout of sight south of the
temple but still at a convenient spot. This conclusion, however, is not based on excavation according to stratified layers. Unlike Trench 35A on the hillside to the north,
where we followed stratigraphiclayers that could be differentiatedas we progressed,the
dump consisted of shifting, sandy debris occasionallydisturbedby the roots of the tree
that was removed. Rather, we excavated as best we could in a horizontal manner; the
sequentialanalysisis based on the study of the pottery.
base. Some 16 sq. m. of pan tiles were found south of the temple in 1980, bringingto 97 sq. m. the total
area of those recovered. This representsabout 72%of those needed to cover the roof of Temple C (cf.
Kommos,1979, p. 222, note 33).
"8Sucha side entranceexists into one of the two cellas (that of Ares) in the Hellenistictemple of Ares
and Aphroditeat Olous (J. Bousquet, "Le temple d'Aphroditeet d'Ares a Sta Lenika," BCH 62, 1938, pl.
43).
59Kommos,1979, pl. 53:b, upperleft.
60Forthe "lower"dump, below the Classical-Hellenisticlevel, see below, The Predecessorsof Temple
C, pp. 230-236.
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The materialrecovered ranges in date from the 5th century B.C.to at least the 1st
century after Christ, the span of the temple's use, although materialfrom the period ca.
350-250 B.C.seems to be rather poorly represented.Perhaps it was dumped elsewhere.
The earliest material is at the bottom of the mound, the latest at the top, the latter
consisting of a great many amphoras,lamps, and small votive bowls. Problems of relative levels and transitionsremain with what lies in between, given the ambiguous circumstances related to stratigraphyrecovered from sand. Nevertheless, a possible sequence incorporatingsix basic levels of the dump, beginning from approximately+5.60
m. (about 0.20 m. below the early court level), is as follows:6
1) 5th-3rd centuriesB.C.
2) Later 3rd and mid-2ndcenturiesB.C.
3) 5th-4th centuriesB.C., redepositedduringa generalclean-up
4) Late 2nd-early 1st centuriesB.C.
5) 1st centuryB.C., easternpartof mound only
6) 1st centuryafter Christ.62

The largestdeposit is that representedby 5, of lst-century B.C. date (Pails 4-7, 10),
a dump with quite a variety of materials, among which tulip cups, unguentaria,lamps,
ladles, and cup/bowls predominate.In the same context were fragments of leaves and
stems of an exquisite bronze wreath (P1.58:b, c) with ivory berries,63perhapsused as a
dedication within the temple, although it could also have belonged to the cult statue.
There was also an unusual small portable terracottastand, triangularin plan, its supports formed by sirens of which one is well preserved (P1. 58:g, h). In Layer 000 was a
bronze instrument that may once have served to mend fishing nets (P1. 59:b) but here
had probably been dedicated in the sanctuary.64The "Kommos" cups are generally
from the same level.
In general, the contents of the dump supportthe hypothesis, alreadydeveloped in
previous reports, that the temple with its hearth and benches, along with associated
Room A 1, was dedicatedto feasting, as shown by the great number of ladles, drinking
61Formuch of the following interpretationI am indebted to Peter Callaghan,whose reportwritten on
the potteryfrom the "upper"and "lower"dumps has been invaluable.
62Thesequence is proposed by Peter Callaghan.Another possibilityis that layers 4 and 5 could be
combined with the lower part of 6 (creating a new layer 4), with the 1st-century (after Christ) lamps,
bowls, and amphorasbeing relegated to the highest level (a new layer 5). Further study and excavation
may clarifythe situation.
63Thelaurel wreath (or wreaths, since there may be more than one) was found scatteredin the sand,
with two large pieces and a number of leaves (B 100-B 101) not far from each other and another leaf (B
158) from an adjoiningtrench. It was identifiedby our botanist, JenniferShay, as representinglaurel. The
laurel (Laurus nobilis), the Greek Daphne or our Bay, woven into a wreath form became a traditional
honor. Wreaths of various types have been found in tombs from the Classical-Hellenisticperiod. They
were often of silver, gilt bronze, or gold foil (R. Higgins, Greekand RomanJewellery,London 1961, pp.
158-159).
64Such"net menders" (they might also be weaving shuttles) have been found in various sanctuariesin
the Aegean and elsewhere, as well as within tombs. I am indebted to MaryDabney for pointingout to me
that some 12 are publishedfrom Delos, along with comparandafrom other sites (W. Deonna, Exploration
de Delos, XVIII, Le mobilierdelien,Paris 1938, p. 202, pl. LXIX, no. 550).
archeologique
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vessels, and 'animalbones. That this celebrationwas of a ritual nature is substantiated
partiallyby the number of lamps (some were used no doubt simply to illuminate the
proceedingswhen they took place at night) but chiefly by the unguentaria, miniature
stemmed lekanai (6), and numerous small bowls (28), as well as by the wreath and the
siren stand. Nevertheless, it does seem curious that so few terracottafigurines were
found in the dump (only two bull legs), an observation that one could apply to the
sanctuaryas a whole. It was also disappointingthat more inscriptionswere not found,
but these could still be discovered elsewhere in the future, especiallywhen we excavate
furtherto the south.
A few comments'should be made here concerning the relationshipssuggested by
the contents of the later levels of the dump. Layer 5 is particularlyprovoking, for the
number of aryballoi,tulip cups, and articles of temple furniturereflects a majorcleaning
that could possibly have followed a destruction; where forms of pottery can be compared, those most similarare found on the main floors of BuildingB.65Present comparisons between our now expanded vocabularyof forms and those outside Kommos suggest that this destruction may be later than has been suggested in the past, ca. 75/50
B.C. ratherthan the middle of the 2nd century B.c.66
ConcerningLayer 6, which was contemporarywith the re-use on an upper level of
the rooms within BuildingB as well as the re-use of Temple C,67 the lamps and amphoras probablyrepresent the short use of the sanctuaryin the 1st century after Christ, a
time when ritual within the temple may have continued but which can be characterized
more accuratelyas a time of disuse and decay.
ThePredecessorsof (Classical)TempleC (Trenches 33C, 34A2 and 37A, upperlevels
only; Fig. 5, Pls. 56, 57)
In 1979, excavation at two points below the floor of the temple indicatedthat it had
been built upon remains of the Geometric and Orientalizingperiods. On the west we
had discovered a small tripillarshrine, then dated 725/675 B.C., with rich offerings; the
shrine in a later phase was partiallyincorporatedinto a hearth behind which gifts had
been placed. On the southwest, along the southern partof the temple's interior, a small
but relatively deep sounding penetratedthrough multiple layers of ash and some hard
surfaces, presumably floors, which indicated that the area of use around the shrine
extended furthereast as well.68
Consequently, during 1980 we opened a large, irregulararea of the temple floor
(Trench 33C) in order to investigate more fully the earlier levels.69The same relative
65Describedin Kommos,1977, pp. 136-140, pls. 38, 39.
66Assuggested in Kommos,1977, p. 152 and Kommos,1979, p. 243.
67Forthe upper part of the deposit, with 1st-century(after Christ) lamps, amphoras,and with small
votive bowls unknown in the Hellenistic levels, the closest association is with the reoccupationlevel in
BuildingB.
68Kommos,1979, pp. 229-237, 245-248.
69Asin 1979, the slab floor was replacedafter excavation in order to protect the remains. No permanent distinctivefeaturesof the floor were removed duringthe processof excavation.
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levels were examined in two trenches adjoiningthe temple to the west (Trench 37) and
south (Trench 34A2). This work revealed that the tripillarshrine was the apparent
center of worshipwithin a structurallyseparateGeometric temple below the temple we
alreadyknew. Moreover, there are clear indicationsthat this earlier temple had been at
least partiallybuilt upon the walls of an even earlier one of Protogeometricdate; the
result is a series of superposedstructuresof especial interest. These temples have been
given the temporarylabels of 'A' (the lowest and earliest), 'B' (the intermediatestructure), and 'C' (the highest and latest: A 2 as describedin last year's report). The fact
that there were few new ritual objects discoveredwithin these buildingswas compensated for to some extent by their discovery within a clearly stratifieddump south of the
temple, below and directly antecedent to the Classical-Hellenistic-EarlyRoman dump
just described.
TempleB: Architecture
and Stratigraphy
The outline of Temple B can be tracedfairlyclearly.70It was entered from the east,
and was oriented more to the southeast than Temple C. Its entrance was also set further to the west. Apparentlyit was open to the east, for no traces have been found of
cuttings for jambs, thresholds, or settings for pivot blocks. Roughly on axis, and set
back 0.20 m. from the assumed roof line, was a heavy pillar (P1. 57:e), perhapsa block
re-used from a Minoan building and set on end. There is no evidence to indicate
whether the pillarwas carriedup to ceiling level in stone or wooden construction.Presumably it helped support a flat roof, although a gabled roof remains a possibility.71
Below the eastern face of the pillar,above an earlierwall,72were set some small slabs to
level the pillarwhen it was set in place. These were covered over when the first floor
was installed, at ca. +4.70 m.
The north wall of B is seen clearly in Plates 56:a, 57:f (at 1), and Figure 5. It is
0.80 m. wide and quite solidly built, with a T-shaped block forming its eastern end. It
continues westward to a point where some wall blocks have been removed. That it
continued fartherwestwardis proved by the presence of a bench 0.44 m. wide flanking
it on the south. The most visible partof the bench is composed of two very long blocks
(1.68 and 1.53 m. long) with a relatively small slab set verticallybetween them. At the
trench scarp on the west, a somewhat wider block suggests that the bench widened
somewhat (ca. 0.10 m.) after this point.

Part of the western wall of B, ca. 0.72 m. thick, can be seen in Figure 5 and Plates
52:b, 53:b, where it underlies the foundation course of Temple C. Like the bench just
70Restoredplansof the temples will be publishedat a later date.
71TempleC above had a gabled roof, for masses of rooftiles were found fallen within it. No rooftiles
were found within Temple B, however, nor should they be expected so early in Crete. Presumably,therefore, the roof of B was flat, in the traditionof the earlierMinoan buildings (Shaw, MinoanArchitecture,
pp.
221-222), and similar to that of a Geometric house model from the Tekke cemetery at Knossos (R. W.
Hutchinson, "The Khaniale Tekke Tombs," BSA 49, 1954, p. 220). The statement applies also to the
Dreros temple of Apollo Delphinios (Pendlebury, op. cit. [footnote 11 above], p. 318) which has sometimes been restoredwith a gabledroof based on terracottamodels found on the Mainland.
72Thesill of Temple A; see p. 237 below.
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described,it too is constructedwith occasionalverticalslabs set between largerblocks, a
technique probablyused elsewhere at Kommos during the same period.73There does
not seem to have been a bench lining the eastern, interior face of this wall.74Both the
corners of the west wall, which was ca. 6.46 m. long, have been identified, that on the
northwest being formed by a large block later built into the foundation of Temple C
(Fig. 5, marked5.21).
The southern wall of Temple B may be exposed further in another season. Of it
one can recognize only its southwesterncorner, just mentioned, and perhapspart of its
southern wall where it was exposed in the sounding south of the temple (Fig. 4,
marked4.92). The southeasterncorner block, in any case, seems to have been lost, as
well as any bench that may have been here then (if we assume, as I do, that the northern bench would have faced one built along the southern wall).
The first hard-packedearth floor, plasteredjust outside and just inside the temple,
was set at +4.70 m. on the east, 0.25 m. above the bottom of the pillarbase and even
with the bottom of the bench blocks to the north. A small wheel (C 3190, of a chariot?) was found in the fill (P1.60:c). The tripillarshrine on the west was probablyset in
at this time, too, with the bottom of its base slab at +4.54 m., even with the sloping
floor.75The shrine was set on or near the axis of Temple B,76apparentlyas the center
of worship to judge from the bronzes and fafences found, set around it, in 1979. At
about this time a rough hearth bordered by slabs was set in front of it. Within the
hearth (only its northernlimit was fixed securely) were ash and numerous bones. At its
lowest level, probablyset into its floor when it was made (P1. 57:a at x), were a very
burned fafence bowl (F 23), a small votive shield (?) of bronze or a clothing ornament
(B 151), two fragments of animal figurines (C 3344, C 3345, the former of a bull), as
well as a miniaturekalathosor bowl (C 3316).
Outside the temple on the west a thick layer of working chips had accumulated
next to the wall of B when it was built (Fig. 6, P1. 54:c); with time, the level rose to
+4.92 m., a burned surface littered with limpet shells from meals gleaned from the
73Asin wall Q, some distanceto the southeast (p. 242).
74Trench34A4. A few blocks of Temple C's west foundationwere temporarilyremoved, and a probe
was carrieddown within a confined space to +3.93 m., some 0.80 m. lower than the wall of B, below the
layer of stone chips and sandy fill upon which the wall was constructed.B's wall is 0.70 m. thick at this
point, the interior being faced with small stones. Burnt, hard-packedsurfacesat +4.71 m. (the bottom of
the wall on the interior) and +4.88 m. are probablyfloor surfaces. A few sherds and a curious coil of
terracotta(C 3466, perhapsa votive snake?) were catalogued.The easternmost extension of the probe,
partlyunderminingthe fill below the statue base of Temple C, was about 0.80 m. from the carbonized
wooden column or bowl discoveredin 1979 (Kommos,1979, pp. 233-234; Fig. 5).
75Unlesssettlement is involved, the temple was built without due regardfor leveling, on ground that
sloped down to the southwest.The bench on the north in Temple B slopes westwardfrom +5.07 m. down
to +4.88 m. The top of the western wall of B slopes southwardfrom +5.21 to +4.93 m.
76Thecenters of the eastern pillar, tripillarshrine, and wooden bowl (for the last, see p. 235 below)
fall on a single line slightly (0.20 m.) north of the building'saxis as determinedby the length of the western wall of the temple. Possibly the southern wall of Temple B was significantlythicker than that on the
north, thus placingbowl, shrine and pillaron the room's interioraxis. On the other hand, the later, finely
built upperhearth (see p. 235 below) does fall on axis. Perhapswe can sort out this anomalyin the future;
perhapsit is simply a result of poor planningwhen Temple B was first built.
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seashore. On the same surface was a series of small, enigmatic enclosures of upright
slabs open on the west (such as that in Plate 54:c at c). Here also was a thin but broadly
spread-out layer of varicolored pieces of a chalky, sometimes claylike material, still
unidentifiedas to exact compositionand use, with white pieces and chunks of vivid lilac
and orange, quite unlike anything else that we have found up to this time at Kommos.
This outside surfacecontinued west to the east wall of Minoan BuildingJ, partof which
was still standingat least 0.50 m. above ground level.
As time passed, the level outside the temple on the east rose gradually,and to provide access to the lower interior as well as to help prevent the temple from becoming
clogged with silt, a north-south retaining wall 0.30 m. high (foreground, P1. 57:c) was
built. This was only a temporarymeasure, however, for the floor level rose as ash,
sherds, slabs and earth gradually accumulated on the interior, especially near the
hearth, in dozens of horizontal layers, with much animal bone mixed into all levels.
Accordingly,the level of the hearth was raised by adding a few more rough stones. At
about the same time, a bronze shield was set behind the tripillarshrine: it would have
appearedas a circle behind the three pillars.77At this point the earlier retainingwall at
the entrance to the east became, in effect, a rough threshold.
Eventually, as the temple floor was graduallyraised with earth and ash, another
floor was established at a third major level, east of the temple at + 5.04 m.; on the
inside, level with the tops of the benches, at + 5.07 m.; and at + 5.08 m. on the west,
near the tripillarshrine. Two new hearths were now established (see Fig. 5); one was
built of rough slabs, some set on edge, with the western side of the hearth made up
largely of the tops of the three pillars of the tripillarshrine. By this time, the wooden
bowl (or base of a wooden column) behind the pillarswas covered with clay and earth;
it, and perhaps any original meaning that the shrine had for the worshippers, were
largely forgotten. This place remained, nevertheless, a place of worship, for in 1979 a
significantdeposit of offerings was discovered back of the hearth and above the bowl
just described.Contemporarywith these offerings and with the hearth, or perhapsa bit
later, another hearth was built (Pls. 56:c, 57:a) on the same level, to the south-east, on
the axis of the temple. It was a very well made hearth, certainly the finest that had
graced the temple so far, constructedof carefullyselected slabs set on edge, forming a
rectangle 0.94 m. (east-west) by 0.88 m. (north-south) as measured on the interior. It
was quite filled with ash and bone, with a carefully smoothed, clay bottom surface at
+ 5.05 m., and another of clay at + 5.30 m., almost even with the top edge of the slabs.
Its construction, of a type known elsewhere in Crete at the time, was to be the first at
Kommos and eventually was succeeded by that set above it on the floor of Temple C.
The upper floor of B, exposed more fully in 1980 than in 1979, was found overlaid
with small groups of stones, sandy earth, a few slabs and, not far from the pillaron the
77Thevariouspartsof the shield, B 21, reportedin Kommos,1979, p. 235 (pl. 65:d) were assembledin
1980. The shield was ca. 0.69 m. in diameter and had a bronze rosette design at its center. It should be
restoredbehind the pillarsin Kommos,1979, fig. 11. Accordingto A. Snodgrass(personalcommunication)
it is of the "prehoplite"type.
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east, some rather large pieces of carbonizedwood that could have been boards used in
the building's construction.The burning, however, aside from a few patches here and
there, seems more incidentalthan the result of a conflagration,for the wall blocks bore
no sign of scorching. B, therefore, seems not to have been destroyed by fire but, as
suggested in last year's report,78fell into disuse after ca. 620 B.C. While the temple may
have been deserted, at least one altar may have been built in the court between then
and the time that the uppertemple (C) was built, ca. 350 B.C.79
It is difficultto know what the masons constructingTemple C could see of B when
they started. Certainly the place was known as a temple site, and at least during the
process of work portionsof B's walls, as well as the tripillarshrine, were used for extra
foundation support, even though the new temple was to be largerand set on a slightly
different axis. Perhaps some of the slabs still rested on B's western wall, and were
discardedto the side in the process of work (see the tumble of slabs in Plate 54:c). In
any case, the buildersseem to have raised the level carefully, using fine ashlar masonry
for the upper walls (now almost completely robbed out), and they laid their floor upon
a thick layer of stone chips that had accumulatedduring the process of work. The chips
lay in turn upon earth and rubble and, over the north wall of B, above a few pits that
had been excavated down to the top of the wall: the pits were found filled with sandy
earth.
and Stratigraphy
TempleA: Architecture
After Temple B was photographed,a probe revealed below its bench another eastwest wall which could hardly be a foundation, and so excavation continued down further. Part of B's predecessor, "A", was thus revealed. Of it we have found enough
architectureand floors to prove that it is a building, and sufficient artifactualevidence
to conclude, independent of information about the upper buildings, that it too was a
place for worship;but we do not know much about its interiorfeatures or size, although
its width (north-south) may be quite similarto that of B.
The northeasterncorner is crucialto our understanding,for B's end wall here (P1.
57:f at 1) was set upon an earlier wall of carefully shaped slabs, at least 0.30 m. wide
and projectingslightly (0.10 m.) to the east (P1.57:f at 2).8? The bottom of this wall was
not found but we know it continues down at least two courses below the level
78Kommos, 1979, P. 233.

79Kommos,1979, p. 228, note 45. In 1980 we found immediatelybelow the slab pavement a Classical
cup rim and one Late Hellenistic/Romanlamp handle (in Pail 47), the latter probablyan intrusionvia the
joints of the floor slabs. Below that point the latest sherds were of the 7th century, in particulara sherd
joining with C 2396, the incised cup illustrated,ibid., pl. 63:c-d, found some distance to the west in 1979
and dating to about 620 B.c. A few sherds of 6th- to 5th-centurydate found in the western part of B in
1979 suggest that there were a few visits, but no sherds later than the late 7th centurywere found near B's
upper floor in the relatively large area exposed during 1980, and it is possible that sherds, perhapsof the
early 6th century, from high in the fill may have been placed here along with any fill brought in when
Temple C was constructed.
80Thewall is bounded on the northeastby a vertical slab extending out from its northeastcorner for
an unknowndistance.Unfortunatelythe slab could not be followed further.
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excavated.81Along the wall on the south, below B's bench, is an irregularwall of slabs,
in some places stacked ratherthan laid in courses, which could be a bench on the analogy of B's above; but not enough was seen of the top of this wall (0.44 m. wide) to
prove that it actuallyis what it seems to be.
As visible in Plates 56:a and 57:f, the small slabs underpinningB's bench at its
eastern end rest upon a wall. This north-southwall of one course (with its top at about
+4.38 m.) continues under B's pillar which it later helped support. The wall can be
considered, I think, the sill of Temple A. The northernmostblock of the sill, a meter
long, is an especiallyfine one. It should be noted that the face of the sill is on the east,
towardthe open space on the exterior of the building. This contrastswith the sill of B
(P1. 57:c), which was built (almost directly above that of A) when the level outside B
had risen. In B's case the wall was built to maintainthe lower interior level, and therefore the face of its sill was set on the west.
The lower, first-floorlevel of A, of packed earth, was at +4.19 m. both inside and
outside the building, and was laid upon a fill that was chiefly Minoan but which also
contained a few sherds of Early Protogeometric (EPG) style. Upon the floor was an
EPG krateriskos(C 3257), along with fragments of a number of carinatedkrateriskoi
(P1.61:b). One presumablyentered A from the east by stepping over the sill. There is
no evidence for a roof support, analogous with B's pillar, on A's presumed axis, although the slab just north of the pillar'sbase could have served the same function (P1.
57:e). Nor is there evidence for a hearth on the interior;in comparisonwith the stratified layers of ash in Temple B above, there was comparativelylittle burning noted in
the fill here. If there was a hearth, on axis to the west, it lies too deeply buried below
the accumulationof later, superposedhearths to be detected.
As was the case with B, the floor level rose in A, and a new tamped earth floor was
established at ca. +4.53 m. both inside and outside A, completely covering the earlier
81As noted above, the generaldimensions of A are not known. Presumably,however, the range of its
east-west length is about 3.80 m. to 7.00 m. (from the end of the bench as traced to the west to the eastern end of the small sounding made east of B's west wall [see footnote 74 above]). B's wall does not rest
upon another, nor is there a wall west of it that might be the west wall of A. The north-southwidth of A is
also conjectural,but it is possible that in a sounding made in 1979 (Kommos,1979, p. 236) we found the
upperfloor of A on the south, at +4.55 m. (comparableto that found this year). South of this floor were
blocks set with their faces east-west, which, in retrospect,could be a combined bench and wall.
The relationshipof A to even lower structuresshould also be considered.As mentioned in the text,
A's northern wall continues down an unknown distance below the earliest floor level discovered. For
various reasons excavation could not proceed below this point. It is possible, therefore, that still another
floor level exists below the one reached.There is anotherpossibilityalso, namely that A's northernwall is
in fact Minoan, and was re-used when the areawas being resettled duringthe Protogeometricperiod.
In this connectionI should point out, on the south, an ashlarwall set upon the edge of a Minoancolumn base (Fig. 4, b in P1.55:d). Presumablythis wall is Minoan, possiblyLM III, and it appearsto be the
southeasterncornerof a building.Now if a line is drawnsoutheastfrom A's northeasterncorner, along the
length of A's sill, it coincides exactly with the eastern face of this "corner".The levels are suggestive, too,
for the top of the "corner"is at +4.31, just below the level of A's sill. It is possible, therefore, that the
north wall of A goes as deep as this wall, and that A was set within a Minoan building.These are speculations, however, and must be re-examinedas excavationprogresses.
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sill and also putting the possible bench along the north out of use. Found lying upon
the floor outside the building, near a pebbled floor surface, were a number of Protogeometric krateriskoi(C 3283, C 3286, C 3287; P1.61:a), a leg belonging to what was once
a rather large bull figurine of terracotta (C 3293; P1. 61:a), as well as a fine bronze
arrowhead(B 150) which is similarto one discoveredat a somewhat higher level within
A (P1. 60:b). Presumably the arrowheadsare votive gifts,82and the bull's leg is an
indication of an early tradition that was to continue for a long time in the sanctuary;
one of the latest examples in the series is a bull figurine found in 1977 still standingon
Altar C,83 an altarprobablybuilt at least four hundredyears after Temple A.
Chronology:TemplesA and B, and the "Lower"TempleDump (Trench34A2)
The chronologyof the two new temples, A and B, can be determinedindependently on the basis of the pottery found within them. Complementaryceramic material,
however, is to be found southeast of them where a dump was established shortly after
A was built; the dump continued in use even when Temple C was constructedat least
half a millennium later. From this Protogeometric, then Geometric and Orientalizing
dump came much stratifiedpottery, a few bronzes, and other material that enrich our
knowledge of customs and ceramicdevelopment at Kommos.
The dump begins just above Minoan levels (pp. 222-223), at about +4.55 m. on
the west and +4.24 m. on the east, close to the level of A's first known floor (+4.19
m.). It probablysloped slightly to the southeast, following the hillside. If one imagines
an east-west section, looking north, the dump would appearrather like a stubby pencil
with the pointed end facing west, the other end extending eastwardbeyond the borders
of the trench. Much of the lower partof the dump was of brown earth, darkenedby the
burnt wood it contained, probablythe debris that had been swept out of the temples or
even from a near-by altar mound that could lie still undiscovered in front of the temples, below the Classical-Hellenisticcourt.
The transitionpoint between the materialfrom Temples A and B, that is between
Protogeometricand Geometric pottery, takes place at roughly +4.76 m. on the west
and +4.55 m. on the east, at about the same level as B's earliest floor (+4.70 m.).
This is about halfway up the dark stratum of fill mentioned previously, and continues
up into a light-brownearth without a great deal of burned material, ending at about
+5.20 m. where it merges with the later levels and the dump establishedwhen Temple
C was built (p. 228), with its slab floor at ca. +5.64 m. On the basis of what we now
know, the Iron Age dump lay southeast of the temples; the Classicaldump (since the
size and position of the temple had changed) was set more decorously south of its
respective temple. Save for a north-southwall borderingthe one trench excavated here
82Thearrowheadsare of a usual type, leaf shapedwith a tangedhead, Type 5 as listed in A. Snodgrass,
Early GreekArmourand Weapons,Edinburgh1964, pp. 154-156. A javelin point of bronze (B 15) was
found in the same relative level, to the southwest and presumablystill within A, in 1979 (Kommos,1979,
p. 236).
83Kommos, 1977, pl. 41:a.
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(P1. 55:b, left), which may be Protogeometric, there is little sign of building activity
after the Minoan period, nor were any post-Minoanfloor levels identified.
While our understandingof the period from ca. 1100 to 850 B.C. at Kommos will
be refined further with more study and excavation, there is no doubt that Temple A
was founded and used during the Early Protogeometricperiod, since the pottery associated with the first floor of that building is of that date. Allowing for possible regional
retardation,and on the basis of absolute datings previouslysuggested for Crete,84a date
sometime in the 10th century, perhaps late, seems at this point to be reasonable,85
although the relative-absoluteequivalentsmay have to be revised in the future.
The crucialsherds from this lowest floor (Pail 82) are illustratedin Plate 61:b. The
krateriskos(C 3257) is an import, possibly from Knossos. Since it is such a large piece,
it was probablybroken during use within the temple. The open style of decorationwith
horizontal squiggle, the banded glaze within, and the shape can be paralleledin EPG
deposits of the 10th century at Knossos.86Associated with this sherd are early krateriskoi with little reserved windows, as well as the rim of a large krater (C 3256), the lower
ridge decoratedwith a rope pattern;these are paralleledby the 9th-centurypottery from
Knossos.87

Pottery from A's upper floor (chiefly from Pail 85)88 reflects Knossian Protogeometric, particularlyEPG but also Late Protogeometric (LPG) as well, and includes
Middle Geometric Atticizing imports.KrateriskoiC 3283, C 3286 and C 3287 (P1.61:a)
were found crushed on a stone slab on the floorjust outside the entrance of the temple,
along with the bull's leg (C 3293) and arrowheadB 150 (P1. 60:b); B 149 was found
inside the temple. In related levels to the south were found the pedestaledcups (C 3107
and C 3108, P1.61:a), a fragmentof a team of two horses (C 3049, P1.59:f),89as well as
84Pendlebury(op. cit. [footnote 11 above], pp. 260, 301, 313, 323) thought that Sub-Minoan(including LM IIIC) dates would be ca. 1175-1050, with Protogeometricca. 1050-900 B.C. J. K. Brocksuggested
more recently (Fortetsa,chronologicalchart) the following:Sub-Minoan(SM) 1020-970; Early Protogeometric (EPG) 970-920; Middle Protogeometric (MPG) 920-870; Late Protogeometric (LPG) 870-850;
ProtogeometricB (PGB) 850-820; Early Geometric (EG) 820-800; Mature Geometric (MG) 800-770;
Late Geometric (LG) 770-735; EarlyOrientalizing(EO) 735-680; Late Orientalizing(LO) 680-630. J. N.
Coldstream(GeometricGreece,New York 1977, p. 385) ends EPG ca. 900, with the other classes correspondingroughly with Brock's dates, but with MG ending ca. 750 and LG ca. 700 B.C. See also A. Kanta
(The Late MinoanIII Periodin Crete:A Surveyof Sites, Potteryand TheirDistribution,Goteborg 1980, pp.
4-5) who would begin Protogeometricin CentralCrete about 975 B.C.
85Forinformationabout the ceramicsequence I am much indebted to Peter Callaghan,whose reports
form the real basis for the presentinterpretation.
86J. N. Coldstream,"Knossos 1951-61: PG and Geometric Pottery from the Town," BSA 67, 1972, A
25 (p. 69), fig. 2, pl. 15 and B 32-B 38, p. 72 and pl. 17; Brock, Fortetsa,no. 57 (Tomb VI), p. 13 and pl.
6.
87Brock,Fortetsa,Tomb V, no. 221 (developed PG), p. 26 and pl. 16.
-881nPlate 61:a all but C 3026 and C 3107-C 3110 are from A's second (upper) floor level. The others
are from related levels in the dump to the south (Trench34A2). C 3256 is from the lower floor (P1.61:b).
89Thisfragmentof a team of two horses (C 3049) was found in the dump south of the temple (Trench
34A2/4:32) in a ceramic context of early 7th-centuryB.C.date. Several sections are missing: the neck and
head of one horse, the snout of the other, the legs and rear partof the "shared"body of both. According
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a horse figurine (C 3136) not illustratedhere. Sometime during the period when these
vessels were in use, a large bell-krater,C 1657 (P1. 61:d), was left broken above the
remains of Minoan House N far to the north, one of the few signs of any activity on
the hilltop duringthe Geometric period.90
Temple B replacedA at a higher level, and its more substantialcharacterindicates
that it can hardly be thought of as simply a remodeling. It is clearly a new temple.
Evidence for its earliest phase comes from the interior as well as from the areas to the
west and south. From what we can determine now, it was constructed in the 8th century B.C. Aside from fragments of the body of a terracottabull figurine (C 3344, P1.
61:c), black-glazedcups have been found on its floor suggesting LG presence. Along
with these, however, were at least four fragmentaryPG kanthariskoi.Outside the temple on the west, in Trench 37A (Fig. 6; Pail 38), an important series of sherds was
found in the context of the working chips from B, among which were MG Atticizing
skyphos fragments dating to the 9th or early 8th century B.C. From the second floor,
two flasks (C 3221, C 3222, P1. 61:c) are of a type popularduring the Early Orientalizing period. For the final, upper floor, a use in the 7th century B.C. is sure. The deposit
found in 1979 near one of the latest hearths is representative.The latest pottery used
when the temple was functioningin a normal way is probablythe fine incised bowl (C
2396) depictinga hoplite standingbefore a bier.91
A selection of aryballoi(C 2988, C 3053), cups (C 3045, C 3059), a dish (C 3106),
flasks (C 3221-C 3223, C 3043, C 3064) and a miniaturealabastron(C 2989) are shown
in Plate 61:c. Many of these are from B itself, but some are from the dump to the
south.92The particularlyfine Protocorinthianovoid aryballos (Fig. 7, P1. 59: c, d) may
be a work of the "Corneto"painter,who, accordingto Dunbabin and Robertson,93was
to M. C. Shaw, who has studied the figurine, the large round perforationat the front of the body suggests
a number of possibilities.One is that the horses rolled on four wheels, perhapsas in a 4th-century (after
Christ) example of a horse from the Athenian Agora (see D. B. Thompson, MiniatureSculpturefrom the
AthenianAgora, Excavationsof the Athenian Agora Picture Book 3, 1959, fig. 75), or perhapsthe horses
pulled a chariot, the hole being for the yoke (as in a small bronze model of a chariotpulled by bulls, from
the PsychroCave; see D. G. Hogarth, "The Dictaean Cave," BSA 6, 1899/1900, p. 108, fig. 39), or possibly for the attachmentof separatelegs. Solid and four-spokedterracottawheels have been found in various levels of Temple B (C 2389, C 3190, and C 3317). Dark, paintedstrapsaroundthe muzzle and on the
neck, as well as another small perforationon the mane, further suggest harnessing.Dark, linear painted
patternsappearon neck and body of the horses. Modeling is summarybut bold. The ears project;the eyes
are renderedby two appliedclay disks. Though the local typologyof terracottaanimalfigurineshas not yet
been defined, on analogywith dedicationselsewhere we would suggest a date of late Geometric (see D.
Ohly, "FriuheTonfigurenaus dem Heraion von Samos, I," AthMitt65, 1940, pp. 57-102; W.-D. Heilmeyer, FruheolympischeTonfiguren,Berlin 1972).
90Thisunusuallylarge bell-krater,C 1657 (about 0.70 m. high), was discovered in many fragmentsin
1978 (Kommos,1978, p. 149, note 9, where it is incorrectlycalled a pithos). For the shape see Brock,
Fortetsa,no. 1467, pl. 77 (Tomb P); for the designs see therein nos. 312 and 1467. We are much indebted
to the staff of the HerakleionArchaeologicalMuseum for mending the vessel.
91Kommos,1979, pp. 231-233, pl. 63:c, d.
92Fromthe dump (Pails 31-32): C 2988, C 2989, C 3043, C 3045, C 3059.
9"Theproductionof this artist has been studied along with that of others by J. L. Benson, Die Geschichteder korinthischen
Vasen,Basel 1953, esp. p. 14 ("Gruppedes gespenstischenStiers") and by T. J.
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FIG. 7. Frieze on Protocorinthianaryballos(C 2988), by GiulianaBianco

one of the four artists who helped form the Protocorinthianstyle and perhapsthe polychrome style also. It can be dated independentlyto ca. 675-660 B.C.,94 which helps to
fix our chronologicalrange more accuratelyand, not incidentally,shows that the Kommos temple attracteda sometimes high quality of dedication. Reinforcing this impression is a fine bull figurine of bronze (B 127, P1.59:e) and two of terracotta(C 3048 and
C 3050, the latter in Plate 59:g),9 as well as a bronze ring (B 126). Throughout the
level associated with B's early use were also a number of fragments of fafence bowls
(including an intact one from B's earliest hearth),96 as well as fragments of imported
coarse ware that we associatetentativelywith Levantine or Phoenicianpottery.97Also to
be mentioned are three scarabs,the first to be found at Kommos.98
Dunbabinand M. Robertson, "Some ProtocorinthianVase-Painters,"BSA 48, 1953, esp. pp. 172-173, 175
(The Corneto Painter). More recently Benson has discussed the attributions(AJA 60, 1956, "Some Notes
on CorinthianVase Painters,"p. 219). He now attributeswith certaintytwo ovoid aryballoito the same
painter:the "name"vase in the Corneto (Tarquinii)Civic Museum in Italy and one in Oxford.
94Thearyballosfrom Kommos can at this point, Benson thinks, only be attributedto the Corneto
Painter'sworkshop(privatecommunication25/11/80).
95Thecontext for the two figurines,B 127 and C 3050, is generally8th century B.C. (Pail 36). Though
sharinga few common features such as the treatmentof the muzzle and mouth and the indicationof the
dewlap, the bronze piece is the more advancedwith its greaterand more powerfulmodeling on body and
limbs and the indicationof more details, such as the fetlocks and hooves. With furtherstudy the difference
may prove to be a chronologicalone. A provisionaldate is in the Geometric period, probablyLate Geometric, for the bronze bull. Cf. the bronze bull figurine (B 22) found within Temple B upon the tripillar
shrine in 1979 (Kommos,1979, pp. 235-236 and pl. 65:b).
96The"fafencelevel" representsa fairlydefinablelevel in the sanctuaryarea, from about +4.10 m. to
+5.40 m., but most fafence pieces have been found within a more restrictedrange. These number so far
some 18 items (F 5, F 6, F 9-F 17, F 19, F 20, F 22-F 26). Most (11) are from within Temples A and B
(none are definitely from A and most are from the upper levels of B). The remainderare from west and
south of the temples where we have reachedGeometric/Orientalizinglevels. Many are bowl fragments(7)
and single beads or bead groups (7) but there are also figurinesand scarabs(2 of each).
97Seebelow, pp. 250-251.
98Thethree scarabswere found in late Temple B contexts and are in the processof being studied. One
is of glass (Mi 75, 33C/3:58), the other two are of faYence(F 6, 29A1/5:68; and F 16, 33C/3:50). Only F
16 may have a useful inscription.
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A Soundingin the SouthernArea (Trench 36B; Fig. 3, P1.57:b, d)
During 1980 we continued to clear deep, sterile sand from the southern part of the
site, with the result that we have now removed most of the sand from south of the
temple and altars.Where sand layers were present when the sanctuarywas being used,
as in the temple dump, the front-end loader was replacedby conventionalmeans. In the
future we will excavate by hand around a diagonal cross-wall, which is probablya retaining wall (Fig. 3). Now the only deep sand remaining on the propertythat we have
acquiredis on the southeast, where it forms a platformfour to nine meters high shaded
by tamarisktrees.
During these clearing operations, when the front-end loader was removing over
eight meters of sand overburden, the machine struck stone which, when cleared by
hand, turned out to be a substantialwall (P1.57:b). After preparingthe area for excavation, we laid in a trench four by eight meters squareover this wall which we assumed to
be part of a building (dubbed "P") and which we now recognize to be Minoan and,
roughly, aligned with Minoan BuildingJ northwest of it. As excavation progressed,we
uncovered a neighboringwall to the north ("Q") built at a slight angle to J, its lowest
course considerablyhigher than that of P. Associated with Q was a layer of worn Geometric pottery, some bone, and carbon remains. The style and domestic nature of the
pottery suggest that Q may be the southern wall of a Geometric house; we did not
excavate north of it. The date suggested is reinforcedby the use in the wall of occasional slabs set on end between stretcher blocks, the same technique used in the northern
and western walls of the securely dated Geometric Temple B (Pls. 52:b, 56:a).
Wall P to the south (P1. 57:b; P 1 in P1. 57:d) is impressive but curious, perhaps
belonging to a larger Minoan building. It is a meter wide and well built of large ashlar
blocks of differing sizes (comparewith the even, lower courses of J to the northwest;
see, e.g., P1. 53:a). Here for the first time on the Kommos site there is clear evidence
for massive half-timberconstruction, with the empty sockets or chases visible in Plate
57:b indicatingwhere beams were to be set. In the wall, above the krepidomacourse,
was first set a horizontalbeam, ca. 0.20 m. high, and, as indicatedby the vertical chases, beams with their centers about 1.70 m. apartwere set upon it and probablymortised
into it. This construction was used on both sides of the wall: the timbers were held
together by horizontal cross beams at right angles to the wall's length, a technique
similar to that used in the construction of the walls of the Residential Quarter at
Knossos.99
P was re-used during the Geometric period, to judge from the mass of domestic
potteryfound in blackishfill to the south of it and below its top, when a wall (P 2 in P1.
57:d, ca. 1.20 m. wide and built of small slabs) was laid alongside its southern face.100
The combined thickness of the double wall comes to about 2.20 m. Partly because of
pp. 144-149, figs. 179, 180.
99Shaw,MinoanArchitecture,
100Thewall is only 0.76 m. high, its bottom half a meter above the presumedkrepidomalevel of P's
southernface.
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the small area cleared we remain unsure why this additionwas made. Did they want to
create some kind of platform?If so, certainlythe platformwas an irregularone. Is this
a fortificationwall? But, if so, the earlier Minoan wall shows no signs of having been
built over so that the level could be raised. Could it be a road? But there is no sign of
the wear that one might expect.
The floor associated with P on the north (at +3.41 m.) was of gray, hard-packed
clay, and contained a few LM III sherds. We did not excavate next to the face of the
wall on the south because of the Geometric wall just described, but further south we
found a solid clay floor (at +3.40 m.) at a level correspondingto that of the northern
floor. There were no features to indicate the presence of a floor nor signs of extensive
use; LM III sherds here would also seem to date the laying-in of the floor and, by
inference, P itself to that period.
P and its floors rest upon an earlierlevel. To the north is a slab floor (at +3.32 m.)
which rests on bedrockand continues north before stoppingshort where bedrockbegins
to slope up. South of P (at +3.07 m.) was found a floor of white plasterwith a northsouth channel over 1.50 m. long, 0.03 m. wide and 0.03 m. deep (x in P1. 57:d). Also in
the southeast corner of the trench was found a horseshoe-shapedhearth of extremely
hard, burnt clay. A discoloredlayer of earth, partlyburnt, lay above the floor. The area
may be connected with industrialuse; it overlies what may be a wall exposed in a probe
made in the centralpart of the trench (P1.57:d).
The use and sequence here, despite problemsof interpretation,may be reconstructed as follows:
1. A slab floor is laid down in connectionwith a still-undiscoveredbuilding.MM.
2. A plasterfloor, perhapsconnected with industrialuse, is established.LM I-LM IIIA.
3. Wall P is built, employing techniques of timber framing new to the Kommos site but known from
Minoan buildingselsewhere. The LM III floors associatedwith it may date its constructionbut could be
later. It is curious that relativelyfew slabs, and no large blocks of stone, were found alongside P, tumbled
from P when it went out of use. Were the rest quarriedawayor was P left unfinished?LM I-LM III.
4. During the Geometric period an additionalwall is added to P on the south, above a dump of pottery.
PerhapsQ is built at the same time and could belong to a Geometric house, of which only the southern
wall has been exposed.
5. The immediate area does not seem to have been used after the Geometric period, although slope
wash with later sherds covered over the projectingwalls of the structures.Post-Geometric.

TheDevelopmentof the LowerHillsideArea
Our view of the chronologicaldevelopment of these Minoan and Greek remains, as
has been improvedin a number of ways. For the former period,
previouslyproposed,101
for instance, there is evidence now to show that the Middle Minoan settlement did
extend this far south and that near BuildingJ the area was leveled down to the stubs of
the solid MM I walls when, at an early stage of LM I, BuildingJ and presumablyother
monumental buildings were constructed; these in turn were partiallyrebuilt and later
101

Kommos,1979, pp. 243-244.
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deserted along with the remainderof the site. Importantalso was our discovery in 1980
of evidence for an EM presence on the hill.
Concerningthe Greek remains, the hiatus of some four hundredand fifty years between ca. 1200 B.C. (end of LM IIIB) and the Geometric remains known in 1979 (from
ca. 750 B.C.on) has been filled considerablyby the discovery of a temple and dump of
the Protogeometricperiod. Furtherrefinement of our datingwill no doubt be necessary,
but a conservativeestimate would place the founding of A ca. 925/900 B.C., and that of
B ca. 750 B.C.or somewhat later. Thus the hiatus between Minoan and Geometric now
appearsto be ca. 300 years, although it may actuallybe less.102
THE HISTORICALCONTEXT
THE MINOAN LEVELS

As excavation proceeds we are still learning more about the nature and relationships of occupationphases. On the hillside, for instance, the EM sherds scatteredin the
sand above bedrock now indicate that the lee of the hillside was at least used, if not
settled, at that time. Perhapsthe chief EM settlement was on the higher hill, Vigles, to
the south, which could be more easily defended. Then in MM I, when conditions were
more stable, people from Vigles and probablyelsewhere came to settle on the more
convenient hill to the north where we are now excavating. A similar tendency to prefer
lower sites in MM I, presumablythe result of a beneficial social consolidation which
both led to and resulted from the establishment of Minoan palaces, has been noted
elsewhere as well.103
To judge from the MM levels on the site, that period here (as at Phaistos) was
prosperous,with houses on the hillside succeeding one another; the final Post-Kamares
or MM III phase was brought to an end by an earthquakeof some intensity.104What
happened on the hilltop following the earthquakeis not clear, save that a number of
new LM I houses were constructed not long afterward:LM III re-use and rebuilding
here have somewhat obscuredthe situation.On the hillside, however, it is apparentthat
the rebuildingin LM I was limited; at least two MM houses went out of use and were
replacedby a single house set along the north-south street. The area east and south of
the house where MM houses had once been standing was smoothed out; a roughly
built retainingwall was constructedon the east. It is difficultnow to decide whether the
settlement was degenerating when people did not rebuild in LM I, or whether they
simply rebuilt elsewhere on the site.
One cannot determine if the large LM I buildings on the lower hillside, along the
shore, were also built just after the postulated earthquake;Minoan ceramic sequences
are limited in their use when short intervals measured in decades are involved. It is
102Ahint that this may be a possibilityis the suggestion by J. N. Coldstreamthat C 3257, which is
crucialfor our dating of the first floor of Temple A, may actuallybe Sub-Minoansince EPG skyphoi are
not decoratedbut merely dippeddown to two thirdsof their height (personalcommunication,5/11/80).
103Kommos,1976, p. 238.
104Kommos,1979, p. 244.
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nevertheless clear from the leveling operation undertaken here, the proportionsof J,
and the use of ashlarmasonry on a scale hitherto hardlyattempted on the site that this
was a carefullyconsidered, large-scaleproject.One cannot determine yet whether these
buildingsreplacedearlier, MM III structureswith a similar function, for such buildings
(if they were there) seem to have vanished with the new construction.In this connection we should consider furtherwhether J and related buildingsstill to be excavated are
in reality contemporarywith the renewal of the Phaistos palace and, along with the
HagiaTriadahouses, representa major, organizedrevival of culturallife in the Messara
in the LM I period.
J and the adjacentstructures,with their monumental ashlarmasonryand wide wall
openings for doors (and presumablywindows), must have contrasted greatly with the
nearly contemporaryhouses to the north. For J's originaluse, unfortunately,we do not
have a floor deposit, nor is there evidence for conflagration.What, therefore, was its
fate ca. 1450 B.C., at the end of LM I, when so many other sites in Crete, including
ones in the Messara, were destroyedby fire and then abandoned?One possibilityis that
J for some reason remained unused, but this is unlikely, judging from the wear on its
threshold and slab floor. Another is that for some still unknown reason J was deserted
or went out of use before the catastrophestook place elsewhere. A third possibilityis
consonant with the remains elsewhere on the Kommos site where so far there is no
evidence for catastrophicdestructionby fire or other means during the LM I-LM IIIB
period: it may be Kommos was spared, presumablyby the Mycenaeanswho wished to
preserve it as a handy outlet to the sea and as a local center of power.105These, however, are only three of the possibilitiesthat can be explored.
The floor level in J was raised a meter in LM IIIA.106J's interiorwas changed:the
stairwaywas filled in, and the southern wall was moved north. Now there was direct
access into J from the south via the new threshold.These and other changes reallocated
interiorand exterior spaces. Was this renovationfor domestic use? The LM IIIB pottery
on the floor certainly suggests this; but could there have been an earlier re-use of a
differentnature? Perhapsfurtherexcavation, especiallyin adjoiningstructures,will help
clarifythe question.
BRONZE AGE "INTERCONNECTIONS"

As our knowledge of local pottery grows, so our recognitionof imported "foreign"
pottery wares improves. Besides local Cretan wares we now have pottery from the
Greek mainland, Cyprus, and the Levant. ConcerningCretan products, one can isolate
105Thelack of an LM I destructionhorizon seems particularlyclear in the houses on the hilltop and
hillside at Kommos, where occupationseems to have continued uninterrupted.The appearanceof LM IIstyle potteryat Kommos (Kommos,1976, pp. 231-235, 239; Kommos,1977, pp. 120-125, 165-170), rare
outside the Knossos area, along with a good deal of LM IIIAI style, is particularlypertinentin this regard
and supportsa theory of close contact between Knossos and Kommos at a time when Phaistosseems to be
depopulated.The possibilityof such a link has occurred to F. Schachermeyras well (Kreta zur Zeit der
Wanderungen,von Ausgangder minoischenAra bis zur Dorisierungder Insel [Die AgaischeFruhzeit,III],
Vienna 1979, p. 51 ["Stutzpunkt"].
106Cf.footnote 37 above.
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fine wares importedfrom Knossos and Chaniaon the basis of fabriccomposition, glaze,
and,decoration,107and within the Messara itself one can distinguish pottery brought
south from the neighboringsites of Hagia Triadaand Phaistos ("The Phaistos Ridge").
At the moment we are studying the late Minoan wares most intensely from this point
of view and find quite a few importsfrom Knossos in LM I and LM IIIAI contexts,108a
patternalso noticeable on sites in Eastern Crete such as Palaikastroand Gournia. During LM IIIA2/IIIB, however, after the suspected demise of the palace at Knossos,
Knossian imports at Kommos become few or nonexistent while those from Chania are
rather frequent.109This shift may serve as an indication of more open, intra-island
trade. It could also reflect growingWestern Cretaninfluence or even territorialcontrol.
The presence of Cypriot pottery at Kommos has been mentioned in previous
reports.110No complete pots have been found. Now, however, the number of sherds
has increased to 17 which, with others possibly to be found in the future, should enhance our ability to evaluate their significance in terms of the site as a whole. The
examples so far all occur in contexts with a maximum range of LM I (late) to LM
IIIA2/IIIB, with the probabilitythat most of the pots concerned came to Kommos
during LM IIIA.111These sherds have been found in all major parts of the site, although they are commonest in the area of the LM I-III house on the hillside; we can
reasonably consider that such wares were present in many of the households then,
probablyas attractivevases importedfor everyday use. Of the sherds found, most (12)
are of White Slip II hemispherical"milkbowls", originally 0.14-0.19 m. in diameter.
They are known in Cyprusfrom the Late Cypriot (LC) IB to LC IIB periods but were
most popularduring LC IIB. There are other Cypriottypes as well, however: Base-Ring
I and Base-Ring II fragmentsand also, from within and east of BuildingJ, joining fragments of C 2753, a Red Lustrousspindle bottle (P1.60:a), common in Syria and Cyprus
but rarelyfound in the Aegean.'12
As our ability to differentiatefabricsand shapes improves, we are identifyingfragments of "Canaanite"transportamphoras, ubiquitous in the Levant and Egypt where
they were manufacturedas early as the 17th century B.C. An entire vase was discovered
in a domestic LM IA context at Thera,113 and at least 12 examples are known from
107Thefollowingis based on a reportby L. V. Watrous,who will be preparinga more complete study.
108LMI: C 852, C 931, C 952-C 954; LM IIIAI: C 26, C 1051.
109C120, C 1274, C 1279.
?10Cf.
Kommos,1977, p. 128, pl. 36:e; Kommos,1978, p. 160, note 37 and pl. 55:a.
"'1Ofthe Cypriotvases recognized, White Slip II wares are the commonest (C 335, C 340, C 665, C
993, C 1262, C 1981, C 1982, C 2046, C 2141, C 3156, C 3218, C 3249). Of Base-RingI there are two (C
2923, C 3391), as there are of Base-RingII (C 1051, C 1052). There is one of red lustrous wheelmade
ware (C 2753, for which see the next footnote). I am much indebted to Robert Koehl for his report on
and interpretationof this Cypriotware, as well as the Canaanitepotterydiscussedbelow.
112Two examples are reported, one from Triandaon Rhodes and the other from Gournia (G. Cadogan, "CypriotObjectsin the BronzeAge Aegean and their Importance,"Praktikonof the FirstInternational
Cyprological
Congress,Volume A, Nicosia, Cyprus1972, p. 7).
"13S. Marinatos, TheraVII, Athens 1976, p. 30, pl. 49:b.
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MainlandMycenaean contexts.1"4Up to this point, however, to our knowledge, none
have been published from Crete. At Kommos we have now some 13 fragments, of
which there are two (possibly three) rim fragments, one handle (P1. 60:d), and numerous body sherds,115in contexts rangingfrom LM I to LM III (one may possibly be from
an MM III context). Like the Cypriotsherds discussed above, they are from findspots
spread out fairly evenly on the site but are fewer in the southern sector, where less
excavation has taken place. All, as far as we know, could be from essentially domestic
contexts and, since the ware is plain, they were probablyvalued less for their individual
shapes than for their contents.
The presence of such a variety of imported wares in our Bronze Age contexts is
significant.One conclusion that can be drawn is that Kommos was certainly well connected with the other centers of Crete, especiallywith Knossos during LM I and, later,
with towns in Western Crete. Concerningforeign relations, while examples of Mainland
Mycenaeanware116and at least one example from the Cyclades1"7
belonging to the LM
III period (probablyLM IIIA) suggest connections with these areas, one can reasonably
conclude that there were rather close ties, most likely by means of shipping, between
the port of Kommos and Cyprusas well as the Levant. An incongruityremains to be
explained here, for on the Kommos site the most prosperoustimes seem to be during
the MM period and at least the beginning of LM I; but so far the majorityof imports,
includingmost of the importsfrom the East, are from contexts later than LM I. Can we
assume that during the Palatialperiods ships arrivingfrom the East brought few objects
that would be kept in the houses, while most would be sent further inland or buried in
local tombs? Or that raw materialssuch as bronze or gold cannot be expected to appear
except in a destruction context?118 Perhaps the appearanceof Cypriot and Canaanite
importsfrom LM IIIA contexts is to be thought of simply as an indicationof increasingly closer contacts between Crete and the East, following in the wake of Mycenaean
expansion in that direction, a phenomenon more in keeping with LM III remains found
outside Crete than, so far with the exception of Kommos, on the island itself.119
114Fora comprehensive study of the Canaanitejar, see Virginia Grace, "The CanaaniteJar in the
Aegean," in TheAegeanand the Near East (Festschriftfor Hetty Goldman), S. Weinberg, ed., New York
1956.
For a recent listing of such vases (from Menidi, Mycenae, Argos, Asine, Athens, and Pylos) see
0
0
Ake Akerstr6m,
"More CanaaniteJars from Greece," OpusAth11, 1975, pp. 185-192. These may have
been broughtwestwardby Aegean merchants (see J. D. Muhly, "Homer and the Phoenicians,The Relations between Greece and the Near East in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages," Berytus19, 1970, pp.
19-64, esp. p. 43).
115Thosefragmentsnoticed to date: C 140, C 287, C 288, C 1474, C 1564, C 1649, C 1780, C 2675, C
2924, C 2925, C 3171, C 3366, C 3392.
116OfMycenaean
ware, there are twojoiningfragmentsfrom a Mycenaeanstirrupjar (C 2949 in P1.60:a).
"7Kommos,1976, pl. 52:a (d).
118Theproblem of Cypriot-Cretanconnections during the Minoan Palatialperiods is discussed by G.
Cadogan, "Cyprusand Crete ca. 2000-1400 B.C.," Acts of the International
Archaeological
Symposium:"The
RelationsbetweenCyprusand Crete,ca. 2000-500 B.C.," Nicosia 1978, pp. 63-68.
119Ibid., p. 67, "the preponderanceof Minoan and Mycenaeanpottery in Cyprus from about 1400 is
quite obvious." For Cypriotpotteryon Crete see also Kommos,1977, p. 128 and note 30.
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THE IRONAGE AND CLASSICAL
TEMPLES

We have now essentially completed excavation of the classical temple, altars and
court, and have, in previous years, cleared the other buildings around the court: the
residence (B) and the round building (D), as well as partsof two buildingsof unknown
use (B, F) furtherto the east (Fig. 3). The only contemporarylevels still to be excavated are in the sand that accumulated some 10 meters south of the temple, for there
remains a slim possibilitythat buildings there were set into the sloping hillside. If they
were, they may reveal new facets of the sanctuary'slater use and its ascription.Further
study may also help clarify how the now fairly well understood architecturaldevelopment, especiallythat of the temple, meshes with the still incompletelyknown history of
the Messara during the Iron Age and succeeding period. Pottery sequences, especially
those of the floors of BuildingB, as comparedwith the accumulationin the dump south
of the temple, should aid in this endeavor.
The discovery of the two earliertemples, of course, adds special interest and significance to the Kommos site, for although temple sequences of some durationand complexity are known at Mainland sites (e.g. the Temple of Apollo at Thermon) and on
some of the Greek Islands (e.g. the Temple of Hera on Samos), on Crete the only
sequence discovered up to this point is in the Temple of Aphrodite and Ares at Olous,
where there were two phases.120At Kommos, Temple A, founded and used exclusively
during the PG period, may be the earliest Iron Age temple discovered on Crete, although it is clear that other temple sites in Crete, such as that on the Acropolis at
Gortyn, were being used from a very early time.121
Few temples elsewhere in Greece are thought to have been built as early in the
Dark Ages as that at Kommos,122and so we must proceedwith care to uncover more of
its plan even though our efforts will be limited by the superposedremains of Temples B
and C. It is likely, therefore, that A's complete floor plan, as well as at least one of the
major dimensions, will remain unknown. On the other hand we are relatively freer to
120J. Bousquet, op. cit. (footnote 58 above), pp. 386-408. The first stage of the building is Archaic,
while the second stage is dated to the 2nd centuryB.C.
di GortinaI, Rome 1968, p. 25, fig. 45.
121G.Rizza, V. Santa MariaScrinari,II santuariosull'acropoli
Coldstreamargues that the PG date proposedfor the temple may be earlier than the temple itself, partly
since the datingsherds may actuallycome from the Dark Age settlement lying immediatelybeneath (Coldstream, op. cit. [footnote 84 above], p. 280). At the time that Pendleburywrote, he believed the Dreros
temple to be the oldest in Hellenic Crete (Pendlebury,op. cit. [footnote 11 above], p. 318).
122Among those considered particularlyearly is Megaron B at Thermon in Aitolia, thought by the
excavatorto be of the 10th century B.C. (for the pottery see AEAT 1, 1915 [19161, p. 265, fig. 31). Snodgrass has recently commented that the PG pottery from there is probablya later native ware and, even if
genuine PG, would not imply a date earlierthan 800 B.C. (A. M. Snodgrass, TheDarkAge of Greece,Edinburgh 1971, pp. 409-410). A buildingat Lefkandiin Euboia, thought to be PG, was recently at least partially destroyedduringbuildingoperations(JFA 8, 1981, pp. 91-93). Just as this articlegoes to press there
is a report from the same site that this building is ca. 9 meters wide and 45 meters long, apsidalat one
end, with mud-brickwalls and remains of a "peristyle"of rectangulartimbers. It is part of the extensive
cemetery alreadypartiallyexcavatedby a Greek-Britishteam. Below the building'scenter was found a rich
PG grave which, accordingto the excavators,identifies the structureas a 10th-centurymonument dedicated to a hero, ratherthan a temple (The LondonTimes,Friday,April 24, 1981).
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excavate east and north of the temples in search of any auxiliarystructuresthat might
still exist. We may be able to determine if, as we suspect now, A was built partially
upon an earlier Minoan building. Certainly A's north wall continues down below the
lowest floor level reached, and the supposed southern wall continues down below both
floor level and the lowest PG deposit.
There is no doubt, in any case, that A overlies Minoan levels, and one can find numerous parallelsto the general situation.123At the moment, however, there is no evidence to suggest that the Minoan structures known to be here are religious, so their
possible re-use at a later period would probablybe due less to any awareness of their
original function than to an aura of sanctity which the Minoan walls conveyed to the
first Iron Age settlers.
While Temple A's early founding and the nature of its establishmentare of considerable interest, B's plan, construction,and interior features are much better known. To
judge from the amount of EPG found along with Geometric pottery upon its first floor,
there was little if any hiatus between the abandonmentof its predecessor, A, and B's
constructionduringthe 8th century B.C. Like the later, 7th-centuryTemple A at Prinias,
it had a central pillaron axis at its entrance. Perhaps like B at Kommos, benches in A
lined at least its northern (and, presumably,its southern) wall, a Cretan traditionwhich
continues in Temple C and Room A 1 at Kommos, as well as in numerous later Cretan
buildings elsewhere.124With the cumulative evidence now available there seems little
doubt that these benches served primarily not for the placement of offerings but,
rather, as benches or "couches" upon which the worshipperswould sit or recline.
Another element common to at least B and C (there is no evidence so far from A)
is the hearth, a rough enclosure of slabs and stones in the first stage of B. Only in the
latest, its third and final stage during the 7th century B.C., was B's hearth regularizedby
laying slabs on their edges to form a rectangularstructureon the building's axis, a type
of hearth known at the Dreros temple of Apollo Delphinios, at the 7th-centuryPrinias
temples, and in later buildingsboth sacredand profane.125
'23InCrete the temples of Dictaian Zeus at Palaikastro,that of Zeus Welchanos at Hagia Triada, the
temple above the Minoanpalaceat Knossos and that along the southernborderof the Phaistos palacewere
all founded above earlier remains although they did not necessarilymake use of pre-existingwalls. For
examples on the Mainlandsee A. Snodgrass,op. cit., p. 398.
'24Cf.Kommos,1978, pp. 171-173. Of the temples at Kommos, wall benches are sure within B and C
but not yet within A. The presenceof benches for sitting or recliningor both, as well as feasting, bringsup
the question of whether only special initiates or dignitarieswere allowed within the temples. This is a
subject which should be explored in the future, especiallyin the case of Cretan temples. For temples on
the Mainland, one scholar has concluded that no general rule applied and that temples could often be
entered by ordinarypeople (P. E. Corbett, "Greek Temples and Greek Worshippers:the Literaryand
ArchaeologicalEvidence," BICS 17, 1970, pp. 149-158).
"25Seethe preceding footnote. The significanceof the hearth within early Greek temples has been
investigated by various people, especiallyM. Nilsson ("ArchaicGreek Temples with Fire-Placesin their
Interior," Fran Stenaldertill Rokoko (StudierTilldgnadeOtto Rydbeck), Lund 1937, pp. 43-48) and M.
Guarducci("La 'Eschara'Del Tempio Greco Arcaico," Studie Materialidi Storiadelle Religioni13, 1937,
pp. 159-165). Nilsson concluded that in early Iron Age temples the hearth on which the sacrificialmeat
was cooked was first within the temple but that later the tendency was to move it outside. In Temple C at
Kommos, of course, there are both interiorhearthand exterior altars, upon both of which sacrificescould
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Of the small finds, animal bones characterizeall levels of A, B, and C and are presumablythe leftovers of ritual feast and sacrifice.126
Cups throughoutthe levels attest to
the water and wine drunk on these occasions, as do the plates to the food eaten.
Among the offerings, terracottabulls are found in association with all three temples;
bronze bulls were found only in connection with B. Terracottahorses can be connected
with both A and B (there is also the bronze horse in B), as can armor and weapons
(various projectilepoints in A, miniature and actual shields in B). To C are restricted
certain types of later temple furnitureor offerings:terracottalamps, glass bowls, bone
needles, wide stone basins and perirrhanteria,as well as-relief sculptureand inscriptions
on stone. We should also recall that outdoor altarswere common in connection with C
but so far have not been found east of A or B; they may be discovered there, however,
when we excavate down to correspondinglevels. Differences between the individual
temples at Kommos exist, therefore, but certainarchitecturalfeatures and similaritiesin
offerings and, perhaps most importantof all, the partakingof ritual meals within the
buildings argue for at least partialcontinuity in ritual, despite the hiatus between the
desertion of B and the buildingof C.
In this connection we should, finally, consider the permanent centers of worship
within the temples. For A, of course, there is none yet known: if there was one it now
lies deeply buried below later floors and the structureson them. For C we postulateda
statue on a base, the remains of which have been described elsewhere.127For B, its
tripillarshrine presents the most intriguingcenter of worship:not only is its form unusual, being paralleledmost closely by "altars"shown on Punic-Phoenicianreliefs128but
certain objects associatedwith B indicate close ties with the East, such as the Egyptian
fafence figurines from between the pillarsthemselves as well as the scatters of fafence
beads, scarabs, and bowl fragments.129Finally there is a series of some 8 sherds of
coarse-warevessels, mostly fragmentsof transportamphoras,that on the basis of their
distinctive sandy fabrics and shapes we tentatively class as Levantine, perhapsPhoenician. Almost all of them are connected with the foundation or first floor level of B.130
One handle (P1.60:d) may be stamped.
have been burnt to judge by the amount of burnt bone found on them. Perhapsas cited by Nilsson (op.
cit., pp. 46-47) from a later inscriptionpertainingto sacrificeat Kos, the largersacrificeswere made outdoors with only a small partbeing burnedin the interiorof the temple.
126Thebones from the various levels of the temple are still in the processof being studied.
117Kommos,1979, pp. 225-226, fig. 9 and pl. 61:b-e.
128Ibid., p. 246 and note 97.

129Seeabove, p. 242.
130Thesherds in question are C 3078, C 3130, C 3134, C 3245, C 3270, C 3294, C 3528 and 1 16. Most
could belong to transportvessels such as amphoras,althoughone (C 3078) is a chalice stem. Of the pieces
one (C 3245) was found far south of the temples in a Geometric deposit associatedwith walls P and Q.
Another was found in connectionwith Temple A (C 3270). On the floors of Temple B were C 3134 and C
3294. At a level correspondingto B's lower two floors, but in the dump to the south, were C 3078 and I
16. On the west, within the stone-chiplevel connected with B's construction,were C 3130 and C 3528. To
judge from this distribution,similar sherds should be found during future excavation within and around
the temple.
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From what we can tell now, the tripillarshrine was set on the first floor of B.131If
of Eastern origin, it may well have been inspired by the very people, perhaps Levantines themselves, whose coarse everyday pottery may have now been found in levels
contemporarywith the building of the temple. (Of course one could argue that the
Levantine pottery was brought to Kommos by Cretans, although this seems less likely
at that date.) We can hardly call the temple "Phoenician", in any case, even if time
shows the tripillarshrine and the imported sherds to be genuinely Levantine, for not
only is there an earliertemple on the same site but the majorityof offeringsand pottery
are of local inspiration.It is possible, however, that the people of Kommos, as receptive
as were others in Crete at the time to Eastern ideas, adopted a form of altar known to
passing Eastern merchants who, during the 8th century when Phoenician expansion
westwardwas in full swing,132could have stopped regularlyat this small, well-watered
shore site in Crete. Such an occurrencemight be expected at Kommos, located as it was
along a majorsea route and at a reasonablepoint of entry into southern Crete.
The Kommos site might have appealedto such merchants, for it lies near a high,
defensible hill and had an offshore anchoragebehind a sheltering reef, not unlike places
in the Phoenicianhomeland and elsewhere where Phoeniciansare known to have settled
successfully.It is probablynot by coincidencethat it was along such a coast in Crete that
Odysseus, in one of his fabricatedtales, was taken aboarda Phoenicianvessel.133
After the tripillarshrine was established, purely local artifacts (e.g. the bronze
horse, bull, and shield) were added. Eventually the floor rose and only the tops of the
pillarswere visible. Then they were incorporatedinto a hearth during the 7th century.
While the spot remained sacred, as proved by the ritual deposit discovered west of this
late hearth, the form and original meaning of the shrine may well have been forgotten
by the descendantsof the worshipperswho originallybuilt B.
JOSEPHW. SHAW
UNIVERSITY
OFTORONTO

Departmentof Fine Art
Toronto, Ontario
CanadaM5S lAl
"IIt could, however, have been set into the second floor, with the top of the slab at floor level.
132Cf.J. D. Muhly, op. cit. (footnote 114 above), p. 46, "The evidence from archaeologyand epigra-

phy combines to date the expansion of the Phoenicians into the Western Mediterraneanin the eighth
century B.C." See also Kommos,1979, p. 246, notes 98, 99, and for Phoenicianobjects in Cretancontexts
(e.g. the IdaianCave bronzes, the bronze belt and quiver from Fortesta) see Muhly, op. cit., pp. 47-49.
Recently a Phoenicianbronze bowl with an inscriptiondating ca. 900 B.C. was found at Tekke near Knossos (MauriceSznycer, "L'inscriptionpheniciennede Tekke, pres de Cnossos," Kadmos 18, 1979, pp. 8993). The question of Phoenician influence in Crete, especially the presence of North Syrian craftsmen
resident in Crete, has been debated furtherby John Boardman(The GreeksOverseas,rev., London 1980,
pp. 37, 56-59) and Angeliki Lebessi ("The FortetsaGold Rings," BSA 70, 1975, pp. 169-176, esp. p. 173
and note 49). For possible Phoenician settlement on Rhodes see J. N. Coldstream, "The Phoeniciansat
lalysos," BICS 16, 1969, pp. 1-8.
133Odysseyxiii.272f.
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